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ABSTRACT

Conservation laws are used to predict temperature increases 

along a mine airway. From the conservation laws, a system of ordinary 

differential equations is obtained. An interactive program is presented 

for numerically integrating these.equations to obtain downstream fluid 

properties (i.e., pressure, temperature, density, and velocity), given 

upstream initial conditions and the friction, elevation change, and heat 

addition along the airway. Obtaining reliable estimates of the friction 

and elevation change is simple. Obtaining reliable estimates of the 

heat addition is critical and difficult. Two sources of heat are pos

sible: the wallrock and mining activity. Another apparent source of

heat due to the adiabatic compression of the air during descent is in

cluded in the fluid mechanics model by the elevation change terms. The

oretical models and programs are developed which give the heat addition 

from the wallrock knowing the age of the tunnel and thermal rock prop

erties . The results of these programs divide estimates of the heat ad

dition necessary as input to the interactive program for solving the 

differential equations of fluid flow. The models need to be extended 

to include the effects of water vapor. Field testing is also necessary. 

The theoretical work accomplished so far will enable this extension to 

be executed efficiently and rationally.

ix



CHAPTER 1

INTRODUCTION

The Need for Environmental Considerations 
in Mine Ventilation Design

As underground mining progresses to greater depths and as the 

mining processes become more mechanized, the importance of a suitable 

mining environment becomes more critical. Heat from various sources is 

constantly added to the ventilation system, resulting in a constant deg

radation of the quality of the ventilating air. In the interests of 

health and efficient productivity, it is necessary to maintain the qual

ity of the mine environment above some minimum acceptable standard.

Part of the overall ventilation problem involves insuring that 

adequate air quantities are delivered to the working faces to dilute 

gases, exhausts, and dusts. The design of this aspect of mine ventila

tion can be called quantity control. The heat problem, though, is in

volved with the quality control aspects of mine ventilation. From an 

engineering viewpoint, it is necessary to have the capability to predict 

the heat loads and their effects on the ventilating air before proceed

ing to design a system to alleviate a problem. This predictive capabil

ity is particularly desirable in the feasibility and design stages in 

the life of a mine. Once the mine is operating, actual field conditions 

can be used as the basis for design; however, in the planning stages, 

prediction is necessary so that the engineer can plan the ventilation 

system and estimate capital requirements and operating costs
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which will insure an adequate environment. Predictive capabilities are 

still necessary in the operating stages of mining in order to determine 

the response of a proposed modification on the system.

Generally speaking, the capital and operating costs of the mine 

ventilation system are not the most visible costs in the cash flow pic

ture. The money spent in providing an adequate working environment, 

though, has far-reaching effects on productivity, as Figure 1.1 from 

Hartman (1961) indicates. For instance, a decrease in effective

H; 40

o 20

) 80 100 
EFFECTIVE TEMPERATURE, F

Figure 1.1. Effective Temperature versus Work Efficiency. —  From 
Hartman (1961).

temperature from 90 to 80°F will increase work efficiency about 25%. Di

rect labor costs are very significant in any mining operation and when 

that cost can be radically affected by changes in the work environment, 

the importance of mine environment planning becomes apparent and, in 

particular, the problem of heat.



Nature and Extent of the 
Heat Problem in Mines

3

The problem of heat in the mines is most acute and widely known 

in South Africa. There, mining is progressing at depths of over 3 km 

where the virgin rock temperature is about 50°C. The adiabatic compres

sion of the air alone is enough to raise the dry bulb temperature of the 

ventilating air by

S__z = 9.8(3000) „ 3Qoc
Cp 1004

The problem of heat also exists in the United States, but it is not as 

widely publicized. It is rather rare that a mine in the U.S. exceeds 

a depth of 1.5 km, so the effects of the adiabatic compression are not 

as acute as in South Africa. However, high virgin rock temperatures are 

encountered. Recent studies by Fenton (1973) indicate numerous mines 

in the western U.S. with high virgin rock temperatures.

Locally, three Arizona mines are faced with heat problems. The 

famous Magma Superior mine reports virgin rock temperatures of 57°C at a 

depth of about 1.5 km. This mine has long made use of elaborate refrig

eration procedures to maintain a suitable working environment. The San

Manuel mine has recently taken engineering measures to combat its heat
oproblem. Virgin rock temperatures of 45 C have been encountered in de

velopment headings for the new Kalamazoo orebody, and at other headings 

in the old San Manuel orebody temperatures of 40°C have been encountered. 

The heat problem at the now inactive Lakeshore mine has been somewhat 

unique. Geothermal water was seeping into an airway which crossed a
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fault zone resulting in considerable temperature and humidity increases. 

The heat and humidity did not pose just a ventilation problem, but a 

safety problem as well because considerable fogging also occurred.

Elsewhere in the world, heat problems are also encountered. The 

Kolar Gold Fields in India have similar problems to the South Africans 

due to extreme depth and high virgin rock temperature. In the Ruhr Val

ley of Germany, a high geothermal gradient causes high rock temperatures 

at a depth of 1 km. In British coal mines, increased mechanization has 

placed increased heat loads on the ventilation systems and caused some 

problems.

Practical Means of Dealing 
with the Heat Problem

Once a heat problem exists underground, practical means must be 

found for dealing with it, and these solutions are as varied as the 

problems themselves. At Magma Superior (Johnson, 1976), two cooling 

towers and three 820 ton refrigeration machines supply chilled water at 

15°C to a 40-cm cold water line descending an intake shaft. The incoming 

chilled water is under very high pressure at the bottom of the shaft, so 

it is passed through water-water heat exchangers on the working levels. 

These heat exchangers are coupled to low-pressure distribution systems 

on each level which deliver chilled water to air cooling stations 

throughout the active working areas.

At the Lakeshore mine, engineers were able to effectively contain 

the source of heat and humidity by collecting the geothermal water as
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soon as possible at the source. Liners were placed along the shear zone 

in the tunnel and the hot water so collected was immediately pumped to 

the surface in insulated pipe.

Two interesting solutions have been applied at the San Manuel 

mine to upgrade the environment in the development headings where the 

heat problem is most critical. One solution involved outfitting the 

miners with ice jackets to provide a locally hospitable environment. 

Johnson (personal communication, 1977) says that in such hot development 

headings, the miners' efficiencies are very low, and the jackets are met 

with considerable resistance from those involved. Recently, a refriger

ation unit was installed to supply cool service water for use at a head

ing. This system is based on South African ideas where it has been 

proven successful. Nozzles spray this water on the tunnel walls immedi

ately behind the face. Drilling and mucking operations also use the 

water. Results to date are excellent, for the method provides efficient 

localized cooling at the development heading where personnel need it 

most.

Conventional air refrigeration units are employed at all three 

underground mines in Arizona. These units are utilized in development 

headings when the heat problem is unusually great. Spot coolers are 

satisfactory for short-term solutions, but they are fairly expensive in 

the long run.

In South Africa, many more solutions have been attempted. Their 

mines have long made use of extensive underground refrigeration systems 

and the literature is repleat with articles on the design aspects of
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these plants. Spot coolers are also employed for temporary solutions 

to local problems. Most mines have acclimatization programs for their 

newly hired employees in order to identify those susceptible to heat 

prostration and to increase the physical capabilities of the laborers 

in a hot environment.

Currently, South African mines have taken steps to increase the 

amount of cold water consumed during mining. The use of cold water at 

the headings may be more efficient than trying to cool the ventilating 

air even further. Another advantage of cold water is its mobility. An 

employee can easily bring a cold water hose with him should it be neces

sary to leave the main stream of the ventilating air. Most of the facil

ities already exist for bringing cold water to all parts of the mine 

in order to supplement the ventilation system. Drilling water lines 

exist practically everywhere, so the only capitol improvement necessary 

besides another refrigeration plant is pipe insulation.

Perhaps the biggest contribution of the South Africans is their 

intelligent design of support facilities. Power lines and pump lines 

should always be located in exhaust drifts, and an exhausting ventila

tion fan is preferable to a blowing fan. Not one single Joule should be 

added to the ventilating air until absolutely necessary or otherwise un

avoidable. Cooling systems are employed elsewhere in the world, and 

they generally differ little from the South African's, long recognized 

as the leaders in the field.

When heat and humidity already are a problem underground, predic

tion of temperature and humidity are not absolutely necessary. At that
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point, the increases in temperature and humidity can be measured, and 

the problem of designing an efficient and economical ventilation system 

which will alleviate the high temperatures and humidity can proceed on 

the basis of these measurements. Prediction is necessary, though, in 

order to determine the response of the system to the proposed design. 

Prediction is also necessary in the design stages of mining if heat is 

anticipated to be a problem.

Temperature and Humidity 
Prediction Variables

The practical problem in mine ventilation design for heat is to 

predict temperature and humidity increases along new or proposed airways 

in order to insure that some minimum air quality is everywhere met.

Each airway is usually unique because the variables affecting temperature 

and humidity increases are so numerous.

The basic causes of temperature increases underground are three

fold and each source of heat depends in turn on many parameters which 

are difficult to assess. The sources of humidity are always linked in 

a complex way to one of these sources of heat. The first source of heat 

is the adiabatic compression of the air as it descends into the mine.

This is quite easy to assess because it depends strictly on the eleva

tion change of the air. The second source of heat is due to the mining 

activity. Almost all power consumed underground eventually becomes a 

heat addition to the ventilating air. This source includes people, 

equipment, blasting, etc. The main difficulty in assessing the effect 

of these sources is determining their location in the system.
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Evaluating the overall effect of these sources on the system is not par

ticularly difficult, but breaking the sources down and fixing their 

location in the system requires some engineering judgment. The third 

and most difficult to assess source of heat is from the wallrock. At 

any point in the system, the heat flux from the wallrock depends on the 

virgin rock temperature; certain rock properties such as the conductiv

ity, density, and the specific heat; current fluid properties such as 

density, velocity, and temperature; past sequence of the fluid tempera

tures at a point, and the amount of moisture present. Many of these 

variables are extremely difficult to assess, particularly the past his

tory of the air temperature and the amount of moisture present.

The Idealized Problem and 
Purpose of This Study

Obviously, there are many technical problems to overcome before 

arriving at a rational means of predicting temperature and humidity in

creases along a mine airway. The problem is wrought with many variables 

and difficult-to-assess parameters. Mathematical modeling is one method 

quite useful in attempting to deal with such a problem. Such techniques 

can be extremely useful for providing rational means for dealing with 

large numbers of variables. Frequently though, particularly in mining, 

impossible-to-assess parameters may be required in the analysis. Some

times, the mathematical model is impossible to solve analytically without 

first assuming away the real problem. Caution must be exercised, though, 

when using a computer to solve the mathematical model because the cost 

for a solution may be prohibitive or so time consuming as to be
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impractical. Mathematical models do have the advantage of providing a 

rational basis for dealing with multi-variable problems and they fre

quently provide insights into problems not apparent from empirical or 

observational means.

The central purpose of this study is to derive and implement the 

theoretical relationships necessary to predict temperatures along a mine 

airway. Figure 1.2 illustrates the idealized problem. A rational set

TVRT

ROCK WITH

Th,

pb ’ ub

Figure 1.2. Sketch of the Idealized Problem. —  Fluid properties like 
pressure (P), temperature (T), density (p), and velocity 
(u) are known at A. Knowing the rock properties like con
ductivity (k), density (p%), and specific heat (Cp), the 
virgin rock temperature (TVRT), as well as the friction 
factor (f) and elevation change (AZ), plus the history of 
the fluid property changes, the heat addition for the air
way of diameter D can be computed and the state of the air 
at B can be estimated.
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of differential equations will be developed which govern the fluid me

chanics of the problem. These equations govern the flow of a perfect 

gas at low velocity along a constant area mine airway and include the 

effects of friction, body forces, and heat addition. Dry air only is 

considered in this study. The equations will be developed from funda-
i

mentals in order to illustrate all simplifications when necessary and in 

the belief that this procedure can lead to a more rational means of ana

lyzing the effects of humidity at a later date. This set of differen

tial equations will give the state of the air at some point downstream 

in the flow, given the initial state of the air and the three factors 

which alter the flow of dry air. Again, these factors are friction, 

elevation change, and heat addition. The friction factor is relatively 

easy to estimate from experience with structurally similar airways. 

Likewise, the change in elevation for an airway is trivial to calculate. 

Estimating the heat addition, though, is another central problem in this 

study.

As pointed out earlier, the causes of temperature increases in a 

mine are threefold. The first, due to the adiabatic compression of the 

air during descent, is not really a heat addition, and the effect is in

corporated into the fluid mechanics model by virtue of the inclusion of 

the body force or elevation change. The second, due to equipment and 

other point sources of energy, is usually not difficult to estimate from 

experience and is not specifically considered in this study, although 

the model will be able to handle these sources with no problem. As 

pointed out in many South African publications (Whillier, 1967; Mine
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Ventilation Society of South Africa, 1974), almost all energy consumed 

in the mining activity eventually becomes thermal energy in the ventila

tion system. This source of energy must be distributed over the venti

lation system in accordance with the activities themselves. Estimating 

the third cause of temperature increases, due to heat addition from the 

wallrock, is a very difficult problem. This problem depends on the 

evaluation of many rock properties and the current fluid properties.

Past history of fluid properties is also important. This heat flux de

pends on the age of the airway as well. The fluid temperature at any 

one point in an airway is not constant with time. Besides diurnal and 

seasonal variations in temperature, changes may also occur due to cool

ing of the rock mass, lengthening of the airway, or alterations of the 

ventilation system. In order to estimate the heat transfer from the 

wallrock at any point in time, it is necessary to know all rock proper

ties, current air properties, elapsed time since development, and his

tory of the fluid properties with time. As will be seen later, the last 

requirement is most difficult to estimate rationally.

The major contributions of this study will be in two related 

areas. First, the basic fluid mechanics will be handled in a more ra

tional, fundamental way than ever before in mine ventilation. The sys

tem of conservation laws developed shall be for dry air only, and they 

will include the effects of friction, elevation change, and heat addi

tion. The basic approach will point the way to a fundamental method of 

considering the basic fluid mechanics with mass and energy addition and 

subtraction due to evaporation and condensation. Second, the numerical 

means of predicting the energy transfer from the rock will be presented.
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Consideration will be given to the problem of the history dependence of 

the wallrock heat flux. Tested programs will be presented for use in 

this thesis and by future researchers. Last, the methods presented will 

be utilized to calculate the temperature increase in a hypothetical tun

nel and to demonstrate the nature of the fluid temperature history

problem.



CHAPTER 2

REVIEW OF CURRENT LITERATURE

A Brief History of South African 
Work to Predict Temperatures Underground

The problem of heat in underground mining is not new and has 

been studied most intensively in South Africa. The first effort to pre

dict heat addition from the wallrock is due to Goch and Patterson (1940). 

By assuming radial symmetry of heat flow, these authors were able to 

solve analytically the one-dimensional conduction equation subject to 

the boundary conditions T equal to the virgin rock temperature at time 

zero, T = TVRT at some distance from the wallrock for time t > 0 and 

T = T^aiirock f°r t > 0. Their work is of limited usefulness for the 
following reasons. First, it is assumed that the wallrock temperature 

is known beforehand, and second, the mathematical model is not truly 

representative of the real situation. A convective boundary condition 

with evaporation would be more representative; however, it is much more 

difficult to solve.

Wiles (1954, 1959a, 1959b) published a method for predicting tem

perature gradients along a mine airway. He wrote a system of algebraic 

equations governing the energy exchanges between the rock, air, water 

vapor, and floor water in a tunnel. From this model, wet and dry bulb 

temperature gradients could be deduced. It is an ingenious method, but 

the procedure is difficult to follow and many questionable assumptions

13
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are necessary. Published comparisons of calculated versus measured 

wet-bulb temperature gradients appear to be good and a computer is not 

necessary for practical calculations. Wiles' method was used for some 

time, but it was the many assumptions necessary which eventually lead 

to its declining use.

In 1967, J. deV Lambrechts analyzed the observations from some 

320 mine airways in order to derive empirical expressions relating wet- 

bulb temperature gradients to the virgin rock temperature, entering wet- 

and dry-bulb temperatures, air velocity, tunnel wetness, perimeter, and 

age. The work resulted in modest success, but there was still consider

able scatter in the data. The most notable criticism of the work is 

from Starfield (1967, p. 205), who commented that

The scientific approach, where one begins with a model of the 
different heat transfer processes which are thought to occur 
in airways, and then deduces from the model certain trends which 
should then be confirmed in practice, might thus have a number 
of advantages . . . Temperature measurements could then be 
analyzed with a preconceived notion of what to look for, and 
also with an appreciation of what additional observations 
might be important.

Starfield concludes his criticism rather philosophically with "Theory un

encumbered by temperature measurements and engineering estimates might 

be ineffective for planning the ventilation of mines, but temperature 

measurements without theory might prove to be equally ineffective."

Shortly after Lambrechts published his empirical findings, 

Starfield and Dickson (1967) published results of their theoretical 

model for predicting temperature increases in mine airways. The model 

considers the effect of virgin rock temperature, entering wet- and
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dry-bulb temperatures, air velocity, tunnel wetness, perimeter, and age 

on the wet- and dry-bulb temperature gradients along an airway. Once 

the gradients are known for homogeneous segments along an airway, simple 

integration will give the wet- and dry-bulb temperature profile along 

the airway. The model is truly excellent, for the theoretical basis is 

very strong, but it was not met without criticism. The main criticism 

of this theoretical work was the assessment of the many unpredictable 

factors involved. The theoretical basis of the work has been accepted 

and extensions to the original theoretical work continue to date.

In recent years, current research into mine environmental plan

ning is oriented towards simulation programming (Whillier, personal com

munication, 1977). Programs for predicting temperatures along airways, 

based on Starfield's work, have been developed. These programs are pro

prietary to South Africa's Chamber of Mines.

Other Work Outside the United States

The most notable work outside the U.S. and South Africa comes 

from M. J. McPherson in Great Britain. McPherson (1974) is credited 

with developing the first network flow programs for mine ventilation.

He and his colleagues (Gibson, 1977) have turned their attention to mine 

environment simulation programs and have met with some success in devel

oping a network flow program incorporating all forms of heat input or 

removal. McPherson's papers (1974, 1976) contain many interesting com

ments on the problem of heat and humidity in ventilation design.

Other work outside the U.S. has been done by Voss (McPherson, 

1974) in West Germany for predicting temperature variations along coal
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mine airways. A very high geothermal gradient and increased mechaniza

tion has caused heat problems in these Ruhr Valley mines.

Work on the Heat Problem 
in the United States

The problem of heat in underground U.S. mines is not particular

ly acute in most places and has not received much attention. The prob

lems of the three underground mines in Arizona have already been 

discussed. Three U. S. Bureau of Mines reports (Bossard and Stout,

1973; Enderlin, 1973; Fenton, 1973) outline the heat problems in six 

western U.S. metal mines. Much useful data is presented concerning the 

sources of heat, temperature profiles in the rock walls, and temperature 

measurements along airways. Practical means of alleviating these probr 

lems are also discussed.

Numerous network flow programs have been developed in the U.S., 

some of which include the effects of heat addition and moisture addition 

in the calculations. The paper by Hall, Wang, and Wang (1975) describes 

a network flow program which performs mine environment calculations. 

Basically, the program attempts to model pressure, temperature, density, 

velocity, and humidity changes in a ventilation system with friction 

and shock losses, elevation changes, and heat and humidity additions or 

subtractions. Estimates of the heat and humidity changes must be ob

tained by some other means, as the program does not attempt to predict 

these variables— only their effects on the ventilating air. The program 

has undergone some preliminary tests at the Henderson mine with appa

rently excellent results (Morse, 1977). Personal criticisms of this
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program are twofold. First, the treatment of the fluid mechanics is 

not clearly presented and is questionable, but it does seem to work. 

Simpler, more efficient means of handling the fluid mechanics could 

probably be found. Second, there is no coupling between the fluid me

chanics model and a heat conduction model from the wallrock. Estimates 

of all heat and humidity additions or subtractions must apparently be 

obtained from outside the program. This approach may be quite satisfac

tory if the major source of heat and humidity is equipment, but if the 

wallrock is a major source, then the method is quite unsatisfactory.

The program is useful for predicting environmental changes due to major 

structural additions to the ventilating system, but it apparently fails 

to recognize that most environmental problems in a mine are local rather 

than global.

Tien and Bjork (1976) have recently described the application 

of Greuer's network flow program at the White Pine copper mine. Tem

perature calculations are done by the code. It is believed, though,
;

that these calculations are only of the temperature increase due to the 

adiabatic compression of the air during an elevation change and not due 

to heat addition. The program is thus of limited usefulness for envir

onmental prediction.

Perhaps the best mine environmental simulation program is that

of Hitchcock and Hoover (1975). Their program (1975, p. 1)

. . . computes the airflow throughout any network of under
ground tunnels resulting from natural and forced ventila
tion and computes the temperature and humidity resulting 
from, heat release by underground equipment, heat transfer 
from the surrounding earth and evaporation from tunnel walls, 
as well as heat removal by ventilation and refrigeration
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equipment. An iterative procedure in the program makes it 
possible to estimate the long term effects of the deep sink on 
temperature in tunnels at any time in the future.

Descriptions of the program organization, workings, sample uses, and re

sults of field tests are included in their paper. The program was devel

oped mainly for underground transit system environmental analysis, but 

it should be readily adaptable to mine ventilation problems. It is a 

user-oriented tool. Unfortunately, the work is proprietary and has never 

been tested at any mining operation. Thus, the model itself has never 

been revealed for detailed professional examination so that independent 

judgments in regard to its performance are unavailable.

Another group of programs of potential use are the so-called 

GASSS and GASUS programs of Stoner Associates (Aberman, personal commu

nication, 1976). These programs model the steady-state and unsteady- 

state pressure flows in gas line distribution systems. The programs are 

probably of little value in heat problem studies; however, they are prob

ably most valuable in coal mine ventilation studies where quantity 

rather than quality is the dominating design influence. The programs 

are highly user-oriented, expensive to operate, and potentially very 

useful.

Criticism of Past Work

This author's criticism of existing work will also define the 

basic needs for the present work. Criticisms are directed to two major 

areas. First, most of the present work on the heat problem is propri

etary. The full mathematical details of any fluid mechanics model,
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especially those including evaporation and condensation as well as heat 

transfer, have never really been presented for inspection. Only brief 

descriptions exist of the fluid mechanics as treated by Starfield and 

Dickson (1967), Hall et al. (1975), Hitchcock and Hoover (1975), or 

McPherson (1976). Independent checks of their respective works are 

therefore impossible. Second, like the fluid mechanics models, the nu

merical details of predicting the energy and mass transfer from the 

wallrock have never been openly presented. The complex interaction be

tween the wallrock and the ventilating air has never been freely and 

openly discussed.

Goals of This Work in 
Retrospect to Existing Work

The purpose of this paper is to create independently a fluid me

chanics model for dry air and a heat transfer model which will in part 

satisfy the two needs discussed above. The governing equations for 

the fluid mechanics of dry air in a mine airway will be assembled into 

one consistent package open to all for criticism of the methodology and 

assumptions. The approach to the basic fluid mechanics problem will 

point the way toward a more rational approach to the more general prob

lem of airflow with humidity changes. The numerical methods for solving 

the heat conduction equation for the energy transfer from the wallrock 

will be developed in detail. This work will provide a theoretical basis 

for rational data collection and verifying field studies.



CHAPTER 3

THE DEVELOPMENT AND TESTING OF 
A FLUID MECHANICS MODEL FOR MINE 

AIRWAYS BASED ON CONSERVATION LAWS

Introduction

The processes affecting the thermodynamic state of the ventilat

ing air as it travels through a mine airway are quite numerous and com

plex. Evaporation, condensation, heat addition, elevation changes, and 

friction are the factors which must be considered as air travels through 

a mine. A reasonable model incorporating these variables would allow 

the ventilation engineers to predict the environmental conditions at an

other point in the ventilation system if they had: 1) adequate means of

predicting the above-mentioned input parameters, and 2) an adequate model 

of the fluid mechanics. Current literature in mine ventilation suggests 

that improvements can be made in both of these areas. It is the im

proved fluid mechanics model which is developed here.

Since only dry air is considered as a start, there are only three

remaining inputs which affect the state of the air downstream of any

given point in an airway; heat addition, elevation change, and friction.

If each is considered separately and independently, well-known simple,

approximate solutions for downstream properties, i.e., pressure (P),

temperature (T), density (p), and velocity (u), do exist; however, when

taken together, these simple laws like the Bernoulli equation, the

energy equation, or the polytropic process law (—  = constant;where k is
P20
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the specific heat ratio about 1.4 for dry air) become difficult to solve 

rationally, cumbersome to program coherently, and difficult to extend 

to include the effects of evaporation or condensation. Instead, this 

paper develops a system of conservation laws (mass, linear momentum, and 

thermal energy) for a model mine airway and shows what simplifications 

are applicable and when. The final product is a system of first-order 

linear differential equations governing the flow of dry air under the 

influence of heat addition, elevation change, and friction.

The differential equations are not particularly difficult to 

solve numerically by a Runge-Kutta integrator and can even be solved 

simply by a desktop calculator, although high.accuracy is not achieved. 

The beauty of this procedure is twofold. It is quite general and it can 

be rationally extended to include the effects of water vapor.

Development of General 
Time-dependent Equations

The heat conduction from the wallrock is governed in the general 

case by a diffusion equation of the form

V^T - 1 9? = 0  3.1
a

2where V = the Laplacian operator 

T = temperature 

o = thermal diffusivity 

t = time

This equation has a convective boundary condition, as will be 

seen in Chapter 4. On first consideration, it might appear that a set
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of time-dependent conservation laws are coupled to the conduction equa

tion. These time-dependent conservation laws are derived next for dry 

air with heat addition, elevation changes, and friction. Later it is 

shown that because the characteristic times of the conservation laws and 

the conduction equation are so radically different, the time derivates 

of the conservation laws are negligibly small. Thus, it is necessary to 

solve only steady-state fluid mechanics equations, because the general 

conservation laws and the conduction equation are effectively decoupled.

Derivation of the Conservation Laws 

In the next sections, the equations of fluid mechanics for a 

tunnel are derived from first principles. In all cases, a differential 

element of cross-sectional area A and length 6x is considered. The di

ameter D is a hydraulic diameter defined by D = ---------  so that D isperimeter
equal to the actual diameter for a circular tunnel. The following ter

minology is also defined now for later use.

P = pressure (N/m ) 

p = density (Kg/m )

T = temperature (°K) 

u = velocity (m/s)

x = spatial coordinate along the tunnel path (m) 

z = elevation change along the tunnel path (m)

6 = slope angle of tunnel

sin 6 = —  ” —  (dimensionless) x fix
t = time (s)

oA = cross-section area of tunnel (m )
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4 AD = hydraulic diameter = perimeter C®)

og = acceleration due to gravity = 9.80665 m/s

t = friction stress on tunnel wall (N/m )

f = Darcy friction factor (dimensionless related to the 
Atkinson friction factor K by f = 1.24 x 1 0 where 
K is also dimensionless

w = shaft work done on the element per unit volume per unit
time (N~m ) 

s-m^

q = heat addition to an element per unit volume per unit 
time (ElHL) 

s-m^

Conservation of Mass

The following differential element can be construed for a tun

nel (Figure 3.1). Stated semantically, the conservation of mass is

rate of increase 
of mass within 
the element

rate of mass rate of mass
flowing into - flowing out of
the element the element

or

-22. 6x A = puA - [ pu + -i£H. 6x] A 3.2at ' 9x /
which reduces to

12. + ul2. + ply.3t 3x 3x 0 3.3



path of 
tunnel

» puA + fix) A

Figure 3.1. Differential Element for Conservation of Mass.

4>
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Conservation of Linear Momentum

Consider the same differential element acted on by the indicated 

surface and body forces (Figure 3:2).

Stated semantically, the conservation of linear momentum is

rate of increase \ rate of momentum rate of momentum 1
of momentum = flowing into - flowing out of

within the element 1 the element i J the element /
net surface \ net body

+ forces in the + forces in the
x direction / / x directioni

or

5x A = (pu)uA - I (pu) + fix I [ u + liL fix 1 A + PA - 3t 1 3x II o x  I

j P + iZ. fix! A - xIIDfix - g sin 0 fix A 3.4I 9x 1

By cancelling terms, neglecting higher order terms, and subtracting the 

conservation of mass equation 3.3, the result is

iH. + uZ" + 1ZZ. + I ™  + g sin 6 = 0 3.53't 3x p3x p A

Darcy’s friction law is introduced next where the friction force tHD6x 
is set proportional to the kinetic energy of the element by

2
r HD fix = —  fix A D 2

On substituting, the momentum equation is obtained as

In + uin + 1 ,9Z  + £  ni + g sin e = o3t 3x p 3x D 2 3.6



6x A

(pu)Au

path of tunnel sin 0

6x A

Figure 3.2. Differential Element for Conservation of Momentum.

N>ON
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Conservation of Energy

Again, the same differential element is considered with the in

dicated fluxes of energy (Figure 3.3). Work is done on the element by 

the indicated forces and by external sources.

Stated semantically, the conservation of energy is

rate of increase 
of kinetic and 
internal energy 
within the 
element

\
rate of kinetic
energy flowing -

/
into the element

rate of kinetic 
energy flowing 

out of the element

rate of internal rate of internal
+ energy flowing into - energy flowing out

the element ( of the element j

rate of work / rate of heat
+ done by forces + and work added

on the elementi l to the element

or

isH 6x A + IfelL. 5x A =at at

+ $5pû uA - | $5pû + --g—- - 6xj ju + 6x J A
+ pUuA - f pU + iBH. 6x| I u + —  6x 1 A I 3x ' ' 3x '
+ PuA - (P + —  6x ] I u + —  fix I A‘ 3x I I 3x <
- tIID fix u - pg sin 8 fix Au + w fix A + q fix A 3.7

By combining terms, neglecting higher order terms, and subtracting the 

conservation of mass equation, the result is



-tttD 6x  u

6x I A

w q

Figure 3.3. Differential Element for Conservation of Energy.

JO
00
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pu w q

+ pu Ai + .?“ + —  + 125. u + pg sin 9 u = 0 3x A 3.8

By multiplying equation 3.5, an earlier form of the momentum equation by 

u, a "mechanical energy equation" is formed which can be subtracted from 

the above "total energy equation" to give a "thermal energy equation". 

The result is

+ pu 3U _ 9u 
3x 3x w q = 0 3.9

This equation is useful in its own right, but with the following

manipulation

-Is. - „ 5  - . » . uiE + li»+ uiiP.3 x 3t 8x p 3t p ax

u J L _  p i nat ax ax

and on substituting in 3.9, the result is

P P
3(u + p1 +  u iOLLEl - a i - u E . - w - q  = o »t ax at ax 3.10

For a perfect gas, the enthalpy h = u + ~  = CpT and if the specific heat 

at constant pressure Cp is assumed constant, equation 3.10 becomes

pC -̂-31 + C u ^2 - - u -5Z. — w — q = 0pat p ax at ax 3.11
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Summary

Equations 3.3, 3.6, and 3.11 are the basic one-dimensional,

time-dependent system of conservation laws governing airflow in a tunnel

with friction, elevation changes, and heat addition. These equations,

in form, concur with the more general partial differential equations of

fluid flow found in Schlicting (1955). Another useful and simple check

of their validity is a dimension check. Each term in the mass equation

has units of (— ) or a time rate of change of mass density. Each term 
in s

in the momentum equation has units of (—S_) or an acceleration. Each
s2

term in the energy equation has units of (■■ ̂ ~m) or a time rate of change
nrs

of energy density.

Decoupling the Conservation Laws from 
the Conduction Equation and the Validity of 

the Steady-state Approximation

As previously stated, because the heat conducted from the wall- 

rock into the moving air is time-dependent, it might seem that the equa

tions of fluid mechanics are also necessarily time-dependent. Because 

the characteristic times are so different, though, a steady-state ap

proximation can be made.

If a complete parameter study of the conservation laws was car

ried out fully, the equations would be referenced to some characteristic 

velocity VQ of the system and some characteristic length Lq, such that 

dimensionless variables of order unity could be obtained. Typical ve

locities range from 0.1 to 10.0 m/s so that a suitable choice of 

might be 1.0 m/s. Likewise, typical lengths of tunnel range from 102
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to 10^ m so that a suitable choice of LQ might be 10^ m. The character

istic time is given by

L in3 ^
tQ = -̂2. = — —  = 10J seconds 

o

I StQ has a range from about 10 to 10J seconds. This characteristic time 

really represents the amount of time any parcel of air typically remains 

in the system.

Similar studies can be executed for the heat conduction equation

given by

V2T - 1  = 0
a  3t

The characteristic dimension is a typical tunnel diameter D0, since the 

temperature of the rock is only disturbed a few tunnel diameters into 

the rock. Tunnel diameters range from 2 to 30 m, so a characteristic 

diameter DQ = 5 m is typical. Thermal diffusivities for rock (Appendix 

H) are in the range of 1 to 20 x 10  ̂ (m2/s) so that a characteristic 

diffusivity of = 5 x 10”  ̂ (m2/s) is typical. The characteristic time 

is given by
*2 7t = —  = 2-------  = 5 x 10 seconds

° “o 5 x lor?

t has a range from about 2 x 10^ to 10^^ seconds. This characteristic 

time is representative of the equilibration time of the wallrock.

Because the t of the wallrock is always at least one order of 

magnitude greater than the t0 of the fluid, then the changes in the 

wallrock temperature are much too slow to cause significant
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time-dependent changes in the airflow. Thus, the heat conduction equa

tion can be decoupled from the conservation laws. This difference in 

time scale does not imply that the flow is necessarily steady. Other 

changes to the fluid flow, for instance a fan being turned on or off, 

will occur on a much shorter time scale. For simplicity, all time de

rivatives in the conservation equations are neglected and steady-state 

conservation laws are solved. Equations 3.3, 3.6, and 3.11 become,

after substituting sin 6 = —  and making all partial derivatives total6x
derivatives:

Conservation of Mass

u ^2- + p fin = 0 dx dx

Conservation of Linear Momentum

u du + l d P  + f_u^+ g d z  = o 
dx p dx D 2 dx

Conservation of Energy

puC —  - u fiE. - w - q = 0 P dx dx

3.12

3.13

3.14

On the Correctness of 
These Equations

Numerous papers and texts, e.g., Zucrow and Hoffman (1976), 

present derivations of one-dimensional, steady-state fluid mechanics 

equations. It is useful to compare the results of their efforts to 

these equations as a check. The conservation of mass equation and the
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the conservation of linear momentum equation concur with the differen

tial equations presented in Zucrow and Hoffman (1976, eq. 2.45, p. 85 

and 3.160, p. 154). There are minor differences in the momentum equa

tion worth mentioning. Zucrow and Hoffman utilize the Fanning friction 

factor in their empirical friction law. The Darcy friction factor is 

used in this paper, which is equal to four times the Fanning friction 

factor. Zucrow and Hoffman also employ another term for obstruction 

losses, while eq. 3.13 neglects these effects.

3.161, p. 154) is a "total energy equation" and can be converted to the 

form utilized in this paper. Their equation is

W represents the work done by the fluid per unit mass rate of flow and 

Q is the heat added to the fluid per unit mass rate of flow. W is a 

combination of the external shaft work and the shear work.

The energy equation presented in Zucrow and Hoffman (1976, eq.

W - Q + CpdT + dy- + g dz = 0 3.15

-w A dx ~vshear ^
n«« A as. A

The shear work done by the fluid per unit volume is

-tttD dx u 
dx A dx A

On substituting
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equation 3.15 becomes

w dx _ q dx 
pu pu + 0^ dT + —  + g dz + ̂  dx = 0 3.16

As before, the momentum equation 3.13 can be multiplied by u to obtain

a "mechanical energy equation" and subtracted from equation 3.16, a 

"total energy equation", to obtain a "thermal energy equation" identical 

to equation 3.14. At first, it might seem like a lot of extra work to 

obtain a "thermal energy equation"; however, two advantages exist.

First, the total energy equation contains no new information not al

ready present in the simpler thermal energy equation, and second there 

are fewer terms in the thermal energy equation, making parameter studies 

much simpler.

alized by introducing the following dimensionless variables of order 

unity. The subscript o indicates a reference value characteristic of 

the system and the superscript ~ indicates a dimensionless variable of 

order unity.

Further Approximations in 
the Steady State

The steady-state fluid mechanics equations can be nondimension-

P P = P fo
R R = R o

X T = To
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For added convenience, divide the momentum equation by P and assuming 

perfect gas behavior, substitute —^ = -g. The momentum equation becomes

+ 5i F  dx + m  dz 0 3.17

The conservation of mass and energy equations remain as before in 3.12 

and 3.14. Next, substitute the above products of a constant reference 

value and dimensionless variable of order unity into the conservation 

laws.

The conservation of mass equation becomes

V_u P° dP + p p V° ^xo dx x0 dx

and on simplification

3.18

6 d ! + Pd! 0 3.19

Both of these terms are of order unity; thus, both terms must be included 

in the final mass equation.

The conservation of energy equation becomes

V  V=6CP = S  r - S  - v  ̂  - 1  - 0o o
3.20

and on simplification and substitution of R T = -2.o o P

c p « "
1 dP 
(5 dx

w x

CpoTopoVo
1
9u

q x0
C T p V po o^o o

- 1 = 0 3.21
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The last three terms are significant only if their reference multipliers

in parentheses are significant. Since Ro = 287.06 and Cpo = 1004.0,

the first multiplier is of order unity and is significant. The other

two multipliers tell when the effects of external work or heat addition

are truly significant in the system. The effects of shaft work are not

considered in this study. It is assumed that the effects of a fan on
. q xoP,P, and u are known a priori. The product (p— T p v ) must be greatervpoio ovo

than say 0.001. If the following reference values are chosen

Cpo

To

Vo

1004.0 ( N-m ) Kg-°K

300°K

1.228 Kg/m3

1.0 m/s

3then q x q must be greater than 10 . This criterion can be used to eval

uate when the effects of heat transfer are significant in the total 

solution of any particular tunneling problem. Typical values for the

heat addition from the wallrock are from 10 to 100 (El™). Typical tun-
m^s

nel lengths are on the order of 10^ to 10^ m, so the effect of heat ad

dition might be negligible, but on the other hand, it can be very sig

nificant. Thus, all terms in the energy equation are significant and 

must be considered except for w, because fan work is not considered in 

this study.

The nondimensional form of the momentum equation is as follows:

P dP V QV o o o
p n r  + R0RT0t du + V  Vo®2

R RT T D D  o O o
dx + SpS^o

R RT T o o
dS 0 3.22
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which on simplification becomes

dP fvo a_ . Vo ^oxo $a2 Sozo
P + i V o R i du + [RoTo Do

 ̂ CIXRTD2 V o j
t ! dz RT 3.23

If reference values are chosen as

VQ = 1.0 m/s

Ro - 287-06 
T_ = 300°K

then the second term in the momentum equation is always negligibly small. 

Since the multiplier of the third term must be greater than 0.001, a 

significant length of the system for friction losses can be computed. 

Typical values for fQ and Dq are chosen as 0.124 and 3 m, respectively, 

so that

0.001 V o  Do
„2 f 103 m

Thus, the friction terms must be included in most ventilation calcula

tions because such system lengths are usually achieved. Likewise, a 

significant elevation change can be computed as

= 103 m

and indeed elevation changes are significant in many ventilation

z = 0.001 o
V o
8,

calculations.
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In summary, the second term of the momentum equation is negli

gibly small because it is on the order of 10~^ compared to unity. Fric

tion loss terms are usually significant if the criterion is

greater than 10""̂

Likewise, the body force term is significant if the criterion is

R T' greater than 10-3

These criteria provide a simple a priori test to determine the signif

icance of friction losses or elevation .changes to the system calcula

tions. For the purposes of this study, it is probably more expedient to 

calculate the effects of each anyway, even though on occasion the chang

es might be imperceptible.

tion and the fan work term in the energy equation, the conservation 

laws become

Finally, after neglecting the second term of the momentum equa-

u dp du
p dx dx 3.24

3.25

dT 1 dP 0 3.26
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Transformation of the Conservation Laws 
to a System of First-order 

Ordinary Differential Equations

If

of state P

dry air is assumed to behave as a perfect gas, 

= pRT can be differentiated logarithmically to

the equation 

give

dl = dP + dT 
P p T 3.27

and on substituting in 3.24 another form of the conservation of mass 

equation is obtained as

du + ti dT _ u_ dT 
dx P dx T dx 3.28

Equations 3.25, 3.26, and 3.27 can be arranged into the following set of 

matrix equations.

The determinant of this matrix is not equal to zero, so an inverse always 

exists and is computed as

i

1
PCp

0

1

o\

\ P pCpT T

3.30
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The correctness of this inverse is simply ascertained by A = I.

When the inverse in 3.30 is multiplied by the right hand side 

of 3.29, a system of first-order linear ordinary differential equations 

is obtained as

dT
dx

du
dx

f u*
^  - pg

dz
dx

i

g u

_ 1_ I  u _ -  1_ g d z + _ a _Gp 0 2 Cp 6 dx puCp

pCpT

3.31

This set of differential equations can be integrated numerically with 

the auxiliary algebraic equation

P P_
RT 3.32

One simple check of the correctness of 3.31 is, of course, units.

All terms in the first equation have units of (—ES—), all"terms in the
OK "2=2second equation have units of (— ), and all terms in the last equationm

have units of 1/s.

Programming These Equations

The means of numerically integrating 3.31 are quite numerous. 

There are many numerical schemes discussed in Forsythe, Malcolm, and 

Holer (1977) such as Runge-Kutta and Predictor-Corrector methods. From 

a practical standpoint, it should be quite possible to code these equa

tions into a small desktop calculator. The simplest method is Euler’s 

method, also known as the tangent method, where
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Yn+1 » Yn + Ax f (xn,Yn)

If the spatial step Ax is chosen small enough, good accuracy should be 

easy to achieve. About 15 addressable memories and 200 programming steps 

would be required. Such machines do exist on today’s market like the 

Hewlett-Packard 67 or equivalent.

For the research purposes of this study, a published subroutine 

known as RKF45 is utilized to integrate these equations. RKF45 is a 5th 

order accurate Runge-Kutta integrator from Sandia Laboratories, and is 

published in Forsythe et al. (1977). A listing of this subroutine and 

the documentation are provided in Appendix C. According to Ferguson 

(personal communication, 1977), RKF45 is probably the best integrator 

to date for systems of first-order differential equations. It employs 

many desirable features, like automatic error and stepsize control. Its 

main disadvantage is that it requires a modest sized computer.

Two subroutines are required to access RKF45. The first sub

routine is essentially the driving program. In it, the user specifies 

the number of equations to be solved, output control, initial conditions, 

and the integration interval. The driving program then calls RKF45 for 

the solution. RKF45 in turn calls the second user-supplied subroutine.

In the second routine, the user defines the differential equations for 

the particular problem at hand. Again, more on the use of RKF45 is 

found in Appendix C. The program RKF45 has also been tested independent

ly for correctness and accuracy, and the results of these tests appear 

in Appendix D.
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Testing the Functioning 
of the Model

The fluid mechanics model considers the effects of three inputs 

on downstream fluid properties: friction, elevation change, and heat

addition. Considered separately, simple approximate analytic solutions 

exist for each input. Thus, simple checks are easily made. The test 

model is a relatively long tunnel or shaft, 3 m in diameter. This model 

is somewhat unrealistic so that the computed changes are rather gross.

In this way, comparisons to the analytic solution will not be signifi

cantly affected by machine round-off error.

Program FLUID.F10, as it appears in Appendix A, is utilized for 

these tests. The input file, terminal input, and the output file are 

included in Appendix B. The details of the structure of this program 

are reserved for Chapter 5.

The input file for FLUID.F10 is called F0R21.DAT and contains 

the following information: 1) the number of segments making up the

branch, the friction factor, and the tunnel diameter; 2) the initial 

air pressure, temperature, and velocity; and 3) the length and change 

in elevation for each segment of the branch. When program FLUID.F10 is 

executed along with equation solver RKF45.F10, a heat transfer coeffi

cient is calculated and displayed at the terminal along with the cur

rent upstream fluid temperature. More on the calculation of H is found 

in Chapter 4 under Boundary Conditions. The user then inputs the best 

estimate of the heat addition based on judgment from other programs for 

solving the heat conduction equation for the heat flux from the wallrock.
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This process for estimating the heat addition is repeated for each seg

ment until the end of the branch is reached. Program output consists of 

a record of initial data, length along the tunnel X, segment length DX, 

change in elevation DZ, current fluid properties, the heat addition q, 

heat transfer coefficient H, and the RKF45.F10 error flag, IFLAG. As 

long as IFLAG is equal to 2, the integration has proceeded well. The 

results of the three tests are included in Appendix B and they also serve 

to illustrate the operation of the program.

Tests Involving only Friction

In the absence of heat addition and elevation changes, and as

suming that the flow is constant density, the momentum equation 3.13 can 

be integrated to yield

2,
u2 f 
2 ™ D  dx 3.33

The conservation of mass equation can also be integrated to yield

plul = p2u2 3.34

Because it is assumed that the flow is constant density, 3.34 yields 

U1 = u2 and 3.33 simplifies to

P2 P. - EL. I L 1 2 D 3.35

If the initial conditions are: 

P1 = 101325.0 N/m2 

T 1  = 280.00°K
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Px = 1.26062 Kg/m3 

= 1.0 m/s

for a 10,000 m tunnel with a diameter of 3 m and friction factor of 

0.10, then Pg is easily calculated as 101114.90 N/m3. This is in close 

agreement with the results of numerical integration, as shown in Figure 

B.l, where ?2 is calculated as 101114.739 N/m3. The following differ

ences are noteworthy. Density p does decrease slightly from 1.26062 to
3 o1.25876 Kg/m , as does the temperature from 280.00000 to 279.83375 K

when the air travels down the airway. Velocity increases slightly from

1.00000 to 1.00148 m/s. Thus, for the purposes of this test, the flow

is indeed constant density and the assumptions necessary for an analytic

solution are valid. As an aside, the decreasing trends in density and

temperature and the increasing trend in velocity are to be expected.

These trends are well understood by gas dynamicists as documented in

Zucrow and Hoffman (1976, table 5.4, p. 264).

Tests Involving only Body Forces 

In the absence of heat addition and friction, and assuming that 

the kinetic energy of the flow is negligible, the total energy equation 

3.16 can be integrated to yield

or

T2 = Ti - (z2-z1)
P

GpC^-Ti) + g(z2-Z;L) = 0  3.36

3.37
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Since friction and heat addition are zero, the flow is undergoing an 

isentropic change of state. By assuming a perfect gas, the following 

relationships will hold.

P2

p2 = Pi

where k VR
If the initial conditions 

= 101325 N/m2 

T1 = 280.00°K 

P1 = 1.26062 Kg/m3

3.38

3.39

u^ = 1.0 m/s are assumed for a 2000 m shaft with a diameter of 3 m and 

no friction or heat addition, then T2, Pg, and u^ are easily calcu

lated from equations 3.37, 3.38, 3.39, and 3.34, respectively, as 

T2 = 299.535°K 

P2 = 128279.832 N/m2 

P2 = 1.49188 Kg/m3 

u^ = 0.845 m/s

The output table for test 2 (Figure B.2) shows that these results are 

in excellent agreement. The state of the air at 2 when calculated nu

merically is T2 = 299.53516°K, P2 = 128279.83200 N/m2, p2 - 1.49189
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3Kg/m , and U2 = 0.84498 m/s. Note that the error introduced by ne

glecting the kinetic energy term in the analytic solution is indeed 

negligible.

Tests Involving only Heat Addition 

In the absence of friction and elevation changes, the "total 

energy equation" 3.16 becomes

q dx 
pu + CpdT + d ^  = 0 3.40

If the kinetic energy term is assumed negligible, then this equation 
yields on integration

T0 = T + ̂ - 5- L 3.412 1 0^ pu

Consideration of the momentum equation 3.25 shows that in the absence 

of friction and body forces, the pressure changes are zero so that

= ?2. With Tg and ?2 known, p^ is known from the equation of state 

assuming that air is a perfect gas, u^ can then be calculated from the 

conservation of mass relation, since p^u^ = Pg^. If the initial 

conditions

P1 = 101325.0 N/m2 

= 280.0°K 

P1 = 1.26062 Kg/m3

and u^ = 1.0 m/s are assumed for a 2000 m, horizontal tunnel of 3 m 

diameter with no friction, the fluid properties at 2 are easily calcu

lated as shown below. For illustrative purposes, the 2000 m branch is
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divided into 4 segments of 500 m each where the heat addition to each

segment is assumed to be 50 (—J ■ ). The output table shows the results
s-nr

at the end of each segment. At 2000 m, the fluid properties are cal

culated analytically as 

T2 = 359.01°K 

P2 - 101325 N/m2 

P2 = 0.98319 Kg/m3 

u2 = 1.28217 m/s

which agree very closely with the numerical results given in Figure B.3. 

At the end of the branch, the numerically calculated results are 

T2 = 359.00970°K 

P2 = 101325.00000 N/m2 

P2 = 0.98319 Kg/m3 

u2 = 1.28218 m/s

As before, the error introduced into the analytic solution by neglecting 

the kinetic energy term is negligible.

Conclusion to Model Testing

There are three inputs to the fluid flow— friction, elevation 

changes, and heat addition— which affect downstream fluid properties (P, 

p, T, and u) given upstream fluid properties. The effect of each input 

can be considered separately and analytically. In doing so, it is shown 

that the fluid mechanics model is correct and the program is functioning 

correctly for these three limiting cases.
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Conclusion to Chapter 3

In Chapter 3, a system of one-dimensional, time-dependent con

servation laws is developed for dry air with friction, elevation changes, 

and heat addition. At first inspection, these laws appear coupled to a 

time-dependent conduction equation governing the heat addition from the 

wallrock. Further considerations show that because the characteristic 

times of these equations are significantly different, the fluid mechan

ics equations can be decoupled from the heat conduction equation and 

steady-state conservation laws can be applied. Further considerations 

reduce the conservation laws to a system of first-order differential 

equations easily solved numerically. A program for solving the fluid 

mechanics equations is presented and tested. The details of estimating 

the time-dependent heat addition from the wallrock are discussed in the 

next chapter. The details of the fluids mechanics program are also de

veloped in Chapter 5.



CHAPTER 4

DEVELOPMENT AND TESTING OF 
MODELS FOR PREDICTING THE HEAT 

TRANSFER TO A MINE AIRWAY

Introduction

In the last chapter, a fluid mechanics model was developed which 

included the effects of heat addition from the wallrock. In this chap

ter, models will be developed for predicting this quantity of heat flow. 

Numerous schemes for accomplishing this task have been developed in the 

past. Basically, they fall into three categories: analytic solutions,

numerical solutions, and empirical methods. Some of these schemes are 

discussed in Chapter 2. This chapter will focus on the development of a 

mathematical model governing the physical phenomena of heat flow from 

the wallrock and the implementation of numerical procedures for obtain

ing solutions of the model.

The Governing Equation

In concept, the mathematical model presented here differs little 

from that of Starfield and Dickson (1967). A circular excavation is as

sumed in an infinite, homogeneous, isotropic rock mass. Conduction 

parallel to the axis of the opening is neglected. The governing equa

tion for heat conduction is as follows

ail + 1 a? + _1 ill = 111
3r2 r r2 02 a 3t 4.1
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where T = temperature °K

r,0 = space variables in cylindrical coordinates m, radians 

t = time variables
2a = thermal diffusivity m /s

Boundary Conditions

The general boundary conditions for eq. 4.1 are as follows. At 

time t = 0, the temperature is everywhere the virgin rock temperature 

(T = TVRT). Infinitely far away from the opening, the temperature re

mains at TVRT when t >0. This boundary condition at infinity is assumed 

independent of the geothermal gradient. Work by Gibson (1977) indicates 

that the estimate of heat flux to a tunnel is hardly affected by the 

variation in virgin rock temperature on the boundary at infinity caused 

by the geothermal gradient. Along the tunnel wall, a convective bound

ary conditions exists as

-k —  = H(T - ATEMP) 4.23r w

where k = thermal conductivity of rock (_J[—  )
s-m-°K

H = heat transfer coefficient (— 5--- )
$—m^—°K

Tw = wall temperature K

ATEMP = air temperature K

This boundary condition could be expanded quite easily 

(Starfield and Dickson, 1967) to include the effects of evaporation and 

condensation with the ensuing latent heat transfer. Equation 4.2
becomes
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-k = H(Tw - ATEMP) + mL(Ps - P^) 4.3

where m = mass transfer coefficient (— ES--- )
s-m2 (-J1) 

m2
L = latent heat of vaporization (J/Kg)

2Pg = saturation pressure at the local air temperature (N/m )

Pw = water vapor pressure (N/m2)

The evaluation of H and later m is based on semi-empirical for

mulas for the heat transfer into pipes. Considerations from boundary 

layer theory yield an analytic solution stating that H is some function 

of the Reynolds number and the Prandtl number. Model tests then yield 

the relation (Kreith, 1973)

H - 0.023 Re0*8 Pr°*33 k/D 4.4a

where Re = local Reynolds number = ZEE (dimensionless)
u

Pr = Prandtl number for air (dimensionless)

k = conductivity of air (— J- ftVf)s—m—UK

D = hydraulic diameter of the duct m 

V == local air velocity m/s 

p = local air density Kg/m 

y = viscosity of air N-s/m2

This equation is applicable to fully developed turbulent flow in 

pipes. Airflow in mines is almost always turbulent, because typical 

Reynolds numbers are on the order of 10^ to 10^. For air in the range



of fluid properties considered, many of these variables are constant 

at about
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Pr

k

V

0.71

0.26 J
s-m-°K

1.8 x IQ"? N_s/m2

Equation 4.4a then becomes

H = (0.020) (0.026)Re°’8/D 4.4b

where the Reynolds number is evaluated as 

Re = VpD/1.8 x 10"7

H is modified further to include the effects of rough walls. 

suggests the following empirical modification:

^rough - ^smooth(f1smooth

4.4c

Kays (1966)

4.4d

where fsmooth t̂ e Darcy friction factor for a ’smooth' tube. An 

equation for fsmooth can be found empirically from a Moody diagram 
(Kays, 1966) as

fsmooth " 0.316/Re0-25 4.4e

Under typical conditions, equation 4.4d results in an empirical modifi

cation of Hsmoottx by a factor of 1 to 5.

Another factor neglected in the boundary condition given by eq. 

4.3 is the effect of radiant heat transfer to the fluid or between the
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rock walls. Except in conditions of extreme fog, Kreith (1973) suggests 

that the radiant transfer to the fluid is negligible. Radiant exchange 

between the walls is also very small because the temperature differences 

are quite small. An excellent discussion of this boundary condition is 

in the paper by Whillier (1967) where attention is given to the effect 

of radiation.

For the purposes of this study, dry air and dry tunnel walls 

are assumed and the latent heat transfer is zero. However, whenever 

possible, the models will be kept fairly general, so that extension to 

the case when water vapor is included remains straightforward and simple.

There remains one serious problem with the convective boundary 

condition which has never really been investigated. It is assumed that 

the local air temperature, ATEMP, remains constant with time. This is 

a very serious assumption, but it may be necessary. From the time a 

tunnel is first excavated to the current age in a tunnel's life, the 

local air temperature never remains constant. Besides diurnal and sea

sonal temperature variations, there are perceptible variations in the 

air temperature brought about from changes in the ventilation system or 

from advancement of the headings. Thus, the air temperature at some 

point in the system is really some unknown function of time. In order 

to accurately estimate the heat flux from the wallrock at any point 

along a tunnel at any time in its life, the history of the air tempera

ture at that point must be known. If it is not, then the air temperature 

should be fixed at the best estimate possible for an average air
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temperature. Future research should be conducted to find out how much 

the local air temperature history affects the estimate of the heat flux 

from the wallrock. This author believes that in many cases it is quite 

significant.

The General Two-dimensional 
Mathematical Model

In the general case of convective heat transfer with evaporation, 

a two-dimensional model is necessary because usually more evaporation 

occurs from the invert than the sidewalls and arch of a tunnel. Sym

metry about a vertical plane can be assumed, so that it is necessary to 

evaluate a half-plane solution only. Figure 4.1 shows this half-plane 

and the boundary conditions. Once again, the mass transfer coefficient

TVRT

1 3 T

- k H. = H(T -ATEMP) + 
3r w

mL(P -P ) T = TVRT

at t = 0

Figure 4.1. Half-plane Solution Space Around a Circular Tunnel of Diam
eter D with Governing Equation and Boundary Conditions.
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is apt to be greater at the invert of the tunnel as compared to the

back, thus necessitating the two-dimensional solution. Note, however,

that H is constant around the perimeter of a tunnel. At a distance of

three diameters from the tunnel wall, the boundary values are fixed at

the virgin rock temperature (T = TVRT). No numerical studies have been

undertaken to support the choice of three diameters, but past experience

with similar problems encountered by this author indicates that it is a

reasonable choice. It might also be possible to assign the boundary

condition * 0 at infinity (or three diameters in practice) but once

again, studies of this possibility have not been performed. Along the
3Tsymmetry plane, the boundary condition —  = 0 applies.O 0

The General One-dimensional 
Mathematical Model

In certain instances, the heat conduction problem can be reduced 

to one dimension and eq. 4.1 simplifies to

ifl + 1  51 . I  51 4.5
3r2 r 9r a at

This simplification is possible when the distribution of mass transfer 

coefficients around the perimeter of the tunnel is constant so that com

plete radial symmetry exists or when the distribution of m can be easily 

and accurately represented by a Fourier series. Note that when the dry 

case only is considered, as in the basis of this study, m is everywhere 

zero, i.e., constant, and the problem always reduces to one dimension.

If the distribution of m is easily represented by a Fourier series, 

then it is possible to integrate the series to obtain an average or
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effective mass transfer coefficient for use in a one-dimensional solu

tion. When an effective m is used for the one-dimensional calculations, 

distributions of wall temperature are no longer directly obtainable; 

however, they are of no interestI In a full two-dimensional solution, 

these distributions are obtained directly as an intermediate step to

wards calculating the total heat energy and water vapor added to the 

fluid. It happens, though, that the same Fourier Series which describes 

the distribution of m must also describe the distribution of wall tem

perature and saturation pressure.

The choice in the matter is as follows. The engineer can either 

assign different values of m around the tunnel perimeter and solve the 

full problem in two dimensions, or compute an effective value of m from 

the Fourier Series and solve the problem in one dimension. In either 

case, the same estimate of the total heat flux and water vapor added to 

the air is obtained, but the latter approach requires fewer calculations 

if the problem is handled numerically and can more than likely be solved 

analytically.

Transformation of the Heat Conduction Equation 
Before attempting to solve equations 4.1 or 4.5 numerically, the 

following transformation is most useful. By substituting E = Ln(r) and 

N = 6 into 1, the result is

2 2 29_I +JLl = £_ il
35? 3N2 a 9t

4.6
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This equation is subject to the transformed boundary conditions:

T = TVRT at E = Ln(3.5D)

3T = 0 at N = 0 and ir

T = TVRT everywhere at t = 0

"f 9E “ H(Tw"ATEMP) + mL(Ps-Pw)

The one-dimensional simplification follows easily from 4.6.

Analytic Solutions

Analytic solutions to the general heat conduction problem gov

erned by eq. 4.1 and subject to the described boundary conditions re

quire some mathematical sophistication to derive and are fairly difficult 

to evaluate numerically. Almost certainly, the problem must first be 

reduced to one dimension by appropriate assumptions or by the Fourier 

procedure outlined earlier. Unfortunately, this author lacks the neces

sary familiarity with partial differential equations to implement an 

analytic solution or to interpret those already published. Thus, there 

is a most definite need to review and interpret these analytic solutions 

for they are most useful. The work of Carslaw and Jaeger (1959) is 

probably sufficient for this purpose. Carslaw and Jaeger present solu

tions for an infinite region bounded internally by the circular cylin

der r = a. Three different boundary conditions are presented: constant

wall temperature or Dirichlet conditions, constant heat flux or Neuman 

conditions, and the convective boundary condition (mixed problem) or
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Robbins problem. The constant wall temperature case is the solution 

obtained by Goch and Patterson (1940). Carslaw and Jaeger (1959) men

tion numerous other authors who have obtained solutions to this problem 

using different mathematical techniques. Unfortunately, the analytic 

solutions cannot be evaluated by a hand calculator. Usually they re

quire the evaluation of Bessel Functions and a numerical integration. 

These solutions should be reviewed, compared, tested on a computer, and 

studied in order to find the most economical means of predicting the 

heat flux from the wallrock.

What is most interesting is the possibility of extending these 

solutions to the case of a nonconstant air temperature. It has already 

been discussed why the exact functional relationship for the history of 

the air temperature at a point is unknown and probably impossible to 

know. It is possible to derive an analytic solution to the heat conduc

tion equation subject to the boundary conditions discussed but allowing 

the local air temperature to have an arbitrary step or change at any 

time (A. R. Seebass, personal communication, 1977). In the limit, any 

functional relationship for the local air temperature versus time can 

be represented by a series of step functions.

Another route well worth investigating utilizes conformal map

ping as suggested by Seebass (personal communication, 1977). The ana

lytic mapping function f is chosen so that the boundary at infinity in 

the real x-y plane is mapped to the origin in the complex u-v plane.

The inner boundary, i.e., the tunnel wall, will be mapped to another 

circle, centered at the origin of the complex plane. Either analytic
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or numerical solutions to the new transformed boundary value problem 

could then be obtained. The solution to the transformed problem must 

then be retransformed back to the real domain. The beauty of utilizing 

a conformal mapping lies in its exact treatment of the boundary condi

tion at infinity.

Numerical Solutions of the 
Partial Differential Equations

There are several basic reasons for resorting to a numerical 

solution to a partial differential equation and its boundary conditions. 

Numerical solutions are usually fairly simple in concept and quite sim

ple to program. Second, they may be the only recourse if adequate ana

lytic solutions do not exist. Their main disadvantages are the necessity 

of a computer and the possibility of programming errors. Note, though, 

that analytic solutions may also require extensive programming in order 

to obtain results. The user of numerical methods should also be aware 

of problems in consistency, convergence, and stability when utilizing 

these methods Mitchell (1969) or Smith (1965) are good starting 

points in the study of these numerical procedures in partial differen

tial equations.

One-dimensional Program

The one-dimensional conduction equation from eq. 4.6 is

2jr
a

9T
9t 4.7
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subject to

T = TVRT at t = 0 and 

- h il = H(TW-ATEMP)

By introducing notation where k refers to the time level and j refers to 

the spatial location, an exact difference formula for eq. 4.7 can be 

written as

where

'pk+l
3 exp

AE2
4.8

This can be rearranged to

exp -At * 4.9

First-order expansion yields the following approximate formula.

Tk+! - At a
„2

>2 rpk+l
h i } —.„2 4.10

If the following notation is introduced,

RE = and a. = -|
AEZ J rj

where a is evaluated for
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each value of r, then eq. 4.10 becomes

-RE 3  ̂ + (1 + 2RE a_.) T^+1 - RE a_.

The boundary condition

4.11

- H i  " H( v ATEMP>

is replaced by the central difference formula

Tk+1 „k+l 
k 0 - x2
r, 2AE H(T +̂1 -  ATEMP)

Solving for the "fictitious" point yields

rl 2AE H M  ^  rl2AE HTi + ------- ATEMP +  T,k+l2

and eq. 4.11 is appropriately modified at the boundary as

(1+2RE a1 + RE a1 --2-A— -H) T^+1 - 2RE a^ T^+1

T^ +  RE a, .r— .̂A.E H ATEMP 1 1 v 4.12

The fixed boundary condition at three diameters from the tunnel wall

also follows simply from eq. 4.11. If the following notation is

introduced,

A. = C. = -RE a.J 3 . j 1
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6  ̂= 1 + 2RE 3j

then eq. 4.11 and 4.12 yield the following tri-diagonal system of alge

braic equations for the temperature field at the new time level.

= .r 2AE H 
1 k C1

a 2 B2 C2

An-2 Bn-2 Cn-2

An-1 Bn-1

\ 'k+1 
1
,k+l

1 >  =
n-2

V 11-1 y

4.13

It is a very simple matter to implement a computer solution to this 

problem, as the following flowchart (Figure 4.2) for program IMPLT.F10 

indicates. The heat flux Q from the wallrock is simply calculated as

Q » H(T - ATEMP) 4.14v
kwhere T = T. which is now known from the solution. The heat flux fromW JL

the wallrock is then converted to a heat addition per unit volume of 

tunnel for direct use in program FLUID.F10. This conversion is simply 

derived to be

q = Q (4/D) 4.15
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read constants

begin iteration

form matrix

output results

compute
constants

read time step
and time limit

compute heat
addition
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T field to • 
TVRT

introduce
boundary

conditions

Figure 4.2. Flowchart for Program IMPLT.F10, which Appears in 
Appendix E.



Accuracy and Stability 
of the Method
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The fully implicit scheme presented here is accurate to order

At + AE , and it is unconditionally stable for all time steps. Numeri

cal tests have shown that about 20 grid points provide sufficient spatial 

accuracy for the purposes of this study. Less than 1% error is intro

duced. The time step At is chosen on the basis of the engineering re

quirements of the model. The time step must be small enough to capture 

the transient response of the heat flux from the wallrock, but not so 

small as to utilize excessive computer time. A time step on the order 

of 1 to 5 days is probably optimal. Numerical tests show that the com

puted value of the instantaneous heat flux is quite dependent on the 

size of the time step. For instance, there is about a 20% difference in 

predicted heat flux between a 1 and 2 day time step. However, the com

puted heat flux is really an average of the instantaneous heat fluxes q 

in an interval one-half time step either side of the output time. It is 

a simple matter to derive a test to show this point and prove that as an 

estimate of average heat flux in a time interval, q is quite accurate.

Tests of Correctness

Two simple checks of the correctness of this program are pos

sible. After a very long time, a steady-state solution should be ob

tained. The steady-state conduction equation for a hollow cylinder is 

solved subject to the boundary condition

= H(Tw - ATEMP)

2

A 4.16
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where ^  = heat flux and

T = TVRT at r = 3.5D

The details of this solution can be worked out with the aid of Kreith 

(1973). The steady-state wall temperature is found to be

H j  ATEMP + k TVRT

L n ( % £ >

4.17

The steady-state temperature distribution inside the rock is given by

T(r) Tw
TVRT
3.5D.
D/2'

4.18

where T = temperature of rock

T^ = temperature of wallrock 

TVRT = virgin rock temperature 

ATEMP = air temperature 

D = tunnel diameter

Comparison shows that after a very long time, the numerical solution 

does converge to the steady-state temperature given by eq. 4.17 and 4.18. 

The comparison is quite simple, but for brevity, the results are not 

explicitly included in the paper. Program IMPLT.F10 must be modified 

accordingly to print out the temperature field inside the rock. When 

this is done, it can be seen that the convergence to the exact steady- 

state solution is truly exact.
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The second test of correctness involves some published work of

Carslaw and Jaeger (1959). Figure 43 of their treatise is a plot of

dimensionless temperature T /TVRT versus dimensionless time __5___
" (D/2)2

where Tw is the wall temperature. The agreement of the results is exact 

to within the limits of reading the graph. Likewise, comparisons can 

be made with Starfield's (1966) work and again, within the limits of in

terpolation from the charts, the results are identical. The details of 

this comparison are shown in Appendix G.

A General Two-dimensional Program 

The general two-dimensional conduction equation governing heat 

flow from the wallrock is given by eq. 4.6, which is repeated as

r2 _8T 
a dt 4.19

subject to the boundary conditions 

T = TVRT at t = 0 

T = TVRT at E = Ln(3.5D)

3T * 0 at N = 0 and tt

‘ 7 " S  = H ( T W  -  A T E M P > +  -  V

As discussed previously, a two-dimensional solution is necessary when 

the distribution of mass transfer coefficients m varies around the pe

riphery of a tunnel. While not directly necessary for the immediate



needs of this study, the two-dimensional program is developed because 

it does fit into the general context of this chapter.
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The Douglass-Rachford alternating direction implicit method is

used to numerically model the partial differential equation 4.19. This

method is discussed in the elementary texts of Mitchell (1969) or Smith

(1965) and more completely in the papers of Douglass and Rachford (1956)

or Fairweather and Mitchell (1967). This method is unconditionally

stable for all time steps At, and like the one-dimensional method, it is
? 2accurate to order At + AE + AN .

The exact difference replacement for eq. 4.19 is

T = exp At J 4.20

where

52 T = T_1 - 2T + T+1

By substituting RE = —~  , RN =
AE^ AN2

and Bj * —^  into eq. 4.20, the

result is

4.21

or

exp -RE a. <5̂  T̂ *"̂  - 
3 j i,j 4.22
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First-order expansion yields

1 - RE 3^ gj - RN g^ rk+l 4.23

which can be written as

1 - RE a. g.3 3 1 — RNaj6^
i,3

f 2 21 + RE RN 6j 6i Li,J 4.24

Equation 4.24 is the Douglass-Rachford formula. By introducing the in

termediate time level k + *£, this formula is split into

1 - RE a3 6j2 1 + RN aj 6^ 4.25

1 - RN aj 6^ f j  - ^  aj 6i Ttj 4.26

Each formula is expanded to

" “  aj  < ? - i + (1 + 2RE aj ) t m  -  “  aj  tM + 1

"  aj + (1 - ™  aJ> Ti,j + "  aj "i+w 4.25a

- RN a. T^+J- . + (1 + 2RN a.) - RN a.

t m  - ™  aj t l . j  + 2BN aj tL  - ra aj 4-26a

The transformed computation region is sketched in Figure 4.3 with all 

appropriate notation and boundary conditions.
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Figure 4.3. Transformed Computation Region with Appropriate Notation 
and Boundary Conditions.
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The solution procedure is somewhat similar to the one-dimensional 

case. A series of tri-diagonal matrices is solved on each row i from 1 

to m for the intermediate time level The equations are modified

wherever boundary conditions are applied. Next, another series of tri

diagonal matrices are solved on each j row from 1 to n for the new time 
k+1level T . These equations are also modified appropriately for bound

ary conditions. The heat flux to the tunnel can then be calculated at 

the new time level. This procedure is best illustrated by the flow chart 

in Figure 4.4 for program D0UGR.F10. A listing of program D0UGR.F10 is 

included in Appendix F.

The following special note on boundary conditions deserves ex

treme attention. In an alternating direction implicit (ADI) method, the 

split equations must always add up to the governing equation. This re

quirement is called consistency. At an interior point in the computa

tion space, the split equations 4.25a and 4.26a always add up to 

equation 4.24 by simple elimination of the intermediate time level T 

On the boundary, though, eq. 4.25a and 4.26a must contain the boundary 

conditions in such a way that when the intermediate time level is elimi

nated, eq. 4.24 is obtained subject to the same boundary conditions.

The consistency stipulation is easily met for certain boundary conditions

like Dirichlet conditions or the Neuman condition —  = 0. Host of the3x
boundaries for this problem will present no problem; however, the con

vective boundary condition on the j = 1 row must be used only once in 

order to insure consistency. By applying the convective boundary condi

tion as given to eq. 4.25a and the condition » 0 to eq. 4.26a, this
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^  if 
TIME .LT. 

TIME LIMIT

read constants

compute heat addition

begin iteration

output results

compute
parameters

initialize T 
field to TVRT

form matrix on J
and time limit
read time step

solve on J rows
for T1

solve on I rows
for T

form matrix
on I rows

introduce boundary 
conditions

T=TVRT at E=Ln(3.5D) 
-p- ® 0 at N = 0 and tt

introduce boundary 
conditions

= TVRT at E=Ln(3.5D) 
- = 0 at N = 0 and tt

H(T -ATEMP)

Figure 4.4. Flow Chart for Program DOUGR.FIO, which Appears in 
Appendix F.
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requirement is met. Also, these separate boundary conditions add up to 

the same convective boundary condition as would be applied to eq. 4.24.
The finite difference equations for the boundary conditions are 

as follows.

T = TVRT at j =

T  =  Ti-l,j i+l,j

When solving on the I rows, at j

Li,0 *1 2AE K + fi

n

at i = 1 and m

= 1 the boundary condition is

2AE H 
™k ATEMP + 2

4.27a

4.27b

4.27c

When solving on the J rows, at j = 1 the boundary condition is

T1,0 4.27d

As in the one-dimensional case, eq. 4.25a and 4.26a are appropriately 

modified at the boundary with the aid of the above relations.

Testing the Two-dimensional 
Program for Correctness

There are several simple tests of correctness applicable to the 

two-dimensional program. First, when the boundary condition is com

pletely symmetric, the solution reduces exactly to the same one

dimensional solution. Thus, all comparisons with other work as was done 

for the one-dimensional program are applicable here. Second, when a 

test is reduced to one dimension because of symmetry and then run over a



very long time, the results converge to the same steady-state solution 

as in the one-dimensional case.

The third test is somewhat artificial, but it does provide a 

good test of the two-dimensional capabilities of the program. The test 

also illustrates the use of Fourier Series to compute an effective mass 

transfer coefficient and thereby reduce the problem to one dimension.

It has already been mentioned that while the heat transfer coefficient 

is the same about the periphery of a tunnel, the mass transfer coeffi

cient is likely to vary from the back to the invert. Currently, the 

program handles only the dry case which is really always a one

dimensional problem; however, provisions have been made in the program 

for the extension to evaporation and condensation.

Whatever the distribution of m, it can always be represented by 

a Fourier Series as

73

m (6) A cos n0 n

An effective value of m is computed as
2tt

“effective = ^

0

As strictly an artificial test, and because the mass transfer is not 

yet included in the program, assume that the heat transfer coefficient 

H can be calculated only at the top and.bottom of the tunnel (Fig. 4.5). 

A simple Fourier Series for the distribution of H is

j  m(e) de

H(0) = Aq + A^ cos 0
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HTOP

HBOTTOM

Figure 4.5. Sketch of Tunnel Where H is Known at the Top and Bottom of 
the Tunnel and a Simple Fourier Distribution of H is As
signed about the Periphery.

The coefficients for the Fourier Series are simply evaluated as
. _ HBOTTOM + HTOP
A0 2

4
HBOTTOM - HTOP 

2

so that the distribution of H can be represented as

_ HBOTTOM + HTOP . HBOTTOM - HTOP HQ6)------- ---------- + ---------------  cos

The effective value of H is computed as

„ _ HBOTTOM + HTOP
“effective 2
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As a test, the two-dimensional program can be modified to assign calcu

lated values of H around the periphery of the tunnel and then the over

all heat flux can be computed with these assigned values of H. The 

one-dimensional program is then excecuted with the calculated effective 

H. It can be demonstrated that the results of such tests differ by less 

than 1%.
As stated before, this test is strictly artificial, but its pur

pose is twofold. First, it does provide strong evidence that the two- 

dimensional capabilities of the program are working correctly, and 

second, it illustrates a means of reducing any problem to one dimension 

through the use of Fourier Series. As a real example, suppose that the 

tunnel illustrated in Figure 4.6 is dry at the top, damp along the sides, 

and wet at the bottom. The mass transfer coefficient for a fully wet or

Figure 4.6. Circular Tunnel with Approximate Locations of Wet, Dry, and 
Damp Surfaces.
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dry surface can be calculated from the Reynolds number similar to the 

heat transfer coefficient. With m now known for the completely wet sur-
i

face and the completely dry surface (zero, of course), it is probably 

quite reasonable to assume a linear increase of m on the damp surfaces, 

as shown in Figure 4.7. If the Fourier Series for the distribution of 

m as shown in Figure 4.7 is easily evaluated, an effective value of m 

could be simply evaluated and then utilized to reduce the problem to 

one dimension. The net result of this procedure is similar to the pro

cedure utilized by McPherson and others (Gibson, 1977) to compute an ef

fective value of m. They merely modify the fully wet computed value of 

m by a "wetness factor" of arbitrary nature. This procedure provides a 

theoretical basis for computing an approximate wetness factor.

m(6)

6
Figure 4.7. Hypothetical Distribution of m as a Function of 6.
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A Note on Higher Order Numerical 
Schemes In One and Two Dimensions

The numerical methods utilized in this, study are first-order 

accurate in time and second-order accurate in space. Other well-known 

schemes could be implemented which are second-order accurate in both 

time and space. These schemes are the well-known Crank-Nicholson scheme 

(Mitchell, 1969) in one dimension and the Peaceman-Rachford ADI scheme 

(Mitchell, 1969) in two dimensions. Both of these schemes were attempt

ed; however, curious numerical errors resulted. Instead of a nice de

creasing exponential curve for the heat addition versus time, as is 

obtained with the lower-order schemes presented, a numerical instability 

resulted. This instability is restricted to the larger time steps and 

its behavior is illustrated in Figure 4.8.

Theoretically, the higher-order schemes are unconditionally 

stable for all time steps as are the lower-order schemes. At small time 

steps, the instability does not appear in the solution, but at larger 

time steps, the behavior shown in Figure 4.8 appears. The behavior of 

this instability does not suggest a gross numerical instability, as is 

prevalent in fully explicit numerical schemes. Rather, a persistent 

inaccuracy of unknown nature is the likely cause. Programming errors 

due to mishandling of the boundary conditions are one possibility.

There are certain references to problems of this type appearing in dif

ferent boundary value problems solved by Crank-Nicholson schemes (Keast 

and Mitchell, 1965; Parker and Crank, 1964). Fortunately, this problem 

does not show up in any form in the lower-order schemes implemented, but 

it must be investigated further at a later date.
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behavior of unstable higher 
order schemes

behavior of theoretical 
solution and stable lower 
order schemes

TIME

Figure 4.8. Sketch Showing the Exact Theoretical Heat Addition vs. Time 
as Closely Approximated by the Lower-order Schemes and the 
Numerically Unstable Results of the Higher-order Schemes.
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Conclusion to Chapter 4

In this chapter, finite difference methods are developed and 

tested for obtaining solutions to the heat conduction equation in one 

and two dimensions. These models can be used to predict the heat addi

tion from the wallrock at any time in the life of a mine airway. The 

programs are presented in Appendices E and F along with instructions for 

use and a sample output.



CHAPTER 5

THE COUPLING OF THE FLUID MECHANICS 
PROGRAM AND THE HEAT CONDUCTION PROGRAMS

Introduction

In Chapter 3, a system of ordinary differential equations was 

developed for the flow of dry air in a tunnel under the influence of 

friction, elevation change, and heat addition. Program FLUID.F10 was 

created for solving these equations. In order to estimate the heat ad

dition from the wallrock, programs were developed for solving the heat 

conduction equation. Estimates of the heat flux from the wallrock can 

be obtained for dry air, knowing the relevant thermal rock properties, 

coefficients, initial conditions and age, and assuming that the air 

temperature has remained constant. In this chapter, the rationale be

hind the structure of program FLUID.F10 is developed and the problem of 

estimating the heat addition is elucidated. Last, the programs are used 

to investigate one aspect of the past fluid temperature problem.

Before attempting to utilize these tools, a few possible design 

situations are discussed for which the tools have been developed. Ba

sically, the following general problem is solved. From Figure 1.2, 

given the thermodynamic state of the air at point A, what is the state 

of the air at point B, given the following inputs: 1) friction, 2) ele

vation change, and 3) heat addition. As discussed earlier, this prob

lem exists quite frequently in design, especially in the preliminary

80
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stages. In the production phase of mining, the prediction of tempera

ture is of secondary importance because the actual temperature increases 

can be measured. The problem is one of devising economical means of al

leviating a temperature problem through air conditioning, cold drilling 

water, etc. Theoretical models still remain useful for predicting the 

response of proposed changes in the system. In the preliminary stages 

of mine design, though, prediction of the type mentioned in the forego

ing general problem is essential. At this stage, a tentative ventilation 

system and a tentative mining system have been selected. Temperature or 

mine environment considerations may or may not be the critical criterion 

in ventilation design; however, design checks are necessary as part of 

good engineering planning. The role of environmental considerations in 

ventilation design is more completely discussed by McPherson (1974).

Once a tentative mining system and ventilation system exist, the envir

onmental checks can be made. Air quantities, air velocities, elevation 

changes, flow directions, and friction factors for the system are now 

known engineering estimates. Thus, two of the required inputs to the 

fluid mechanics program are known. Estimates of the heat addition from 

the mining activity are also obtainable, but they are not considered in 

this study. Estimates of the initial conditions at the beginning of the 

branch in question are also necessary. Here again, these estimates de

pend on the problem at the time of the study. If actual measurements 

are available, they should be used. Otherwise, the results of yet other 

single branch calculations from a known point may be necessary. Last, 

estimates of the heat addition from the wallrock are necessary. Virgin



rock temperature, thermal rock properties, age of the airway, heat 

transfer coefficients, and past air temperatures at points along the 

branch must be either known or estimated.

The influence of many of these parameters has already been stud

ied theoretically by Starfield and Dickson (1967) and empirically by 

Lambrechts (1967). These authors investigated the effect of virgin rock 

temperature, air velocity, airway perimeter, airway wetness and age on 

the wet and dry bulb temperature gradients. Starfield and Dickson (1967) 

claim that the effect of the changes in fluid temperature at a point is 

negligible in airways older than one year. This assumption may be good 

in many cases, but most heat problems are local and occur right at the 

development headings in very young airways. In this situation, the ef

fect of variations in fluid temperature has not been adequately investi

gated. Also, if the fluid has undergone radical changes in temperature 

due to structural changes in the ventilation system, then Starfield1s 

assumption may not be valid nor does this situation appear to have been 

studied.

The problem for which the fluid mechanics and heat transfer mod

els will be used is to study one aspect of the effect of a non-constant 

air temperature on the calculation of downstream fluid temperature. As . 

already discussed, the causes of variation in air temperature at a point 

may be due to overall system changes or the systematic changes due to 

cooling of the surrounding rock. Since the changes in the ventilation 

system can be both radical and sudden, the effects on temperature in

crease predictions will be difficult to assess theoretically. The

82
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systematic changes should be fairly straightforward to assess and are 

the prime focus of this chapter. A theoretical investigation of the 

effects of systematic change in fluid temperature at a point may assist 

research and application in the following ways:

1) It will determine which way to expect theoretical calculations 

to be biased when the effect is neglected.

2) It will determine if and when the effect is negligible.

3) It will lead to rational means of compensating for any simplify

ing assumptions.

4) It will improve the quality of engineering design by insuring 

good conservative design without gross over-design.

The influence of the air temperature on the heat addition can be 

illustrated schematically by Figure 5.1. This figure shows the simple 

behavior of the heat addition versus time. The solid curves are hypo

thetical representations for different constant air temperatures at a 

point. These curves behave roughly as negative exponential functions. 

Due to cooling of the rock upstream from a point, the fluid temperature 

at that point is decreasing, and will result in a heat addition profile 

similar to that shown by the dotted curve. When major structural chang

es occur in the ventilation system, a behavior similar to the dashed 

curve may result. If the rock was simply cooling at first and then a 

refrigeration plant added, the resulting lower incoming air temperature 

would shift the heat addition curve upward, When the cooling system is 

removed at a later date, then the heat addition from the wallrock is
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Figure 5.1. Schematic Illustration for the Heat Addition Q versus
Time t. —  The solid curves labeled 285 through 291 are for 
a constant air temperature at a point. The dotted curve 
shows the heat addition behavior when the fluid temperature 
is decreasing at a point due to cooling of the upstream 
rock. The dashed curve shows the expected heat addition 
behavior if major structural additions to the ventilation 
system are done. First a refrigeration plant is added, 
which increases the heat addition from the wallrock, and 
then the plant is removed, which immediately decreases the 
heat addition.
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radically decreased. Such changes are quite common in a ventilation 

system and the schematic curves of Figure 5.1 illustrate the radical ef

fects fluid temperature changes may have on the prediction of the heat 

addition.

Development of a Procedure for 
Predicting Downstream Temperature

The practical problem in mine environmental design involves the 

ability to predict downstream fluid temperatures and humidity in order 

to insure that some minimum acceptable standard is met everywhere in the 

system. Previous authors show that this is only one of the criteria to 

be met in overall ventilation system design. Another main criterion is 

adequate air quantities to control gases and exhausts. In order to uti

lize this work for calculating downstream fluid temperature, the follow

ing procedure applies to each branch of a network.

1) Estimate thermal rock properties like virgin rock temperature, 

specific heat of rock, density of rock, conductivity of rock, 

and thermal diffusivity of rock.

2) Divide the single branch into many homogeneous segments and es

timate the age for each. B. Johnson (personal communication, 

1977) suggests that a relatively homogeneous segment of airway 

is from 10 to 100 m in length and is roughly dependent on age; 

i.e., the older the branch, the longer the segment.

3) Determine the geometry and structural characteristics of the 

branch from the tentative ventilation design, including tunnel 

diameter, friction factor, and elevation change for each segment.
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4) Determine the location and magnitude of any point sources of 

energy to the branch due to mining activity. These sources of 

energy may be due to equipment, people, blasting, etc. They are 

not specifically included in this study, although their effect 

could be very easily included if necessary.

5) Determine the initial fluid conditions at the beginning of the 

branch. Initial pressure, density, temperature, and velocity 

are necessary and circumstances of the particular problem will 

determine the difficulty of fulfilling this requirement. Veloc

ities are, in all likelihood, determined by air quantity re

quirements and geometry of the airway. If the proposed airway 

is to begin at an existing point in a ventilation system, then 

field measurements of pressure and temperature can be made of 

the source of air. (Density is then easily calculated from 

pressure and temperature by the state equation.) If the begin

ning of the branch is in the interior of a proposed ventilation 

network, then other procedures are necessary to obtain these 

initial conditions. An approximate solution could be obtained 

by first executing a simple network flow program to determine 

air quantities, velocities, and pressure losses throughout the 

system but neglecting any heat transfer effects and then execut

ing a series of single branch calculations which lead up to the 

desired point, hence obtaining initial conditions in this manner. 

Engineering estimates may be just as useful and simpler to ob

tain for design purposes.
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6) From the estimates or calculations of upstream fluid proper

ties, calculate the heat transfer coefficient for the segment as 

described in Chapter 4.

7) Knowing the current upstream fluid properties, the past sequence 

of fluid temperatures for the segment, the age of the segment, 

the calculated value of the heat transfer coefficient, and the 

thermal rock properties, estimate the value of the heat 

addition.

8) Knowing the heat addition, friction factor, and elevation change 

for the segment, calculate downstream fluid properties, i.e., 

pressure, temperature, density, and velocity.

9) With the updated values of fluid properties, repeat steps 6 

through 9 until the end of the branch is reached.

Program FLUID.F10 was created to execute these basic steps.

Known data is contained in the input data file called F0R21.DAT. This 

file contains the number of segments NSMAX which make up the branch, 

the friction factor and tunnel diameter in the first record, the ini

tial pressure, temperature, and velocity in the second record, and the 

length and elevation change in the next NSMAX records. Since the fluid 

temperature is constantly changing, the user is allowed to interact 

with the program in order to input the best estimate of heat addition 

to the fluid. The calculated value of heat transfer coefficient and 

upstream fluid temperature are output to the user’s terminal where es

timates of the heat addition can be input based on judgment from the
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output of programs for calculating the heat addition. A continuous 

record of fluid properties and other calculated results is kept in an 

output file called F0R22.DAT. The flow chart in Figure 5.2 illustrates 

the structure of FLUID.F10. Examples of its use are found in Appen

dix B. The details of these example problems are given in Chapter 3 

where they served as programming tests. The details of the programming 

structure are clarified here.

The first test appears in Appendix B (Figure B.l) and is a 

10,000.0 m horizontal tunnel with friction and zero heat addition. The 

contents of the data file are printed first. The first record contains 

the number of segments (1), the friction factor (0.1), and the tunnel 

diameter (3.0 m). The second record contains the initial air pressure, 

temperature, and velocity as 101325.0 N/m^, 280.00°K, and 1.0 m/s, re

spectively . The third record contains the segment number (1), segment 

length (10,000.0 m), and segment elevation change (0.0 m). The next 

statements indicate the execution of this program with the equation solv

er RKF45.F10 on The University of Arizona’s DEC 10 computer. The calcu

lated value of the heat transfer coefficient H (8.171) and the current 

upstream fluid temperature (280.00°K) are output to the user and the zero 

heat addition is input as assumed. When execution is completed, the con

tents of the output file.F0R22.DAT are printed. It is self-explanatory 

and contains a record of all initial conditions and calculated re

sults at the end of the 10,000.0 m tunnel including: the number of

segments (NSEGS), cumulative length (X), segment length (DX), segment 

elevation change (DZ), air pressure (PRESS), air temperature (ATEMP),
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Figure 5.2. Flow Chart for Program FLUID.F10
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velocity (VELOC), density (RHO), segment heat addition (Q), heat trans

fer coefficient (H), and the RKF45 error flag (IFLAG). This error flag 

is initially set to 1 and if the integration has proceeded well is re

turned as 2. See Appendix C for more details on this parameter and the 

integration routine.

The second test is similar to the first and appears in Figure 

B.2. It represents descent down a 2000.0 m shaft with zero heat addi

tion and zero friction. The contents of the data file are printed first. 

The first record contains the number of segments (1), the friction fac

tor (0.0), and the tunnel diameter (3.0 m). The second record contains 

the initial air pressure, temperature, and velocity as before. The 

third record contains the segment number (1), segment length (2000.0 m), 

and segment elevation change (-2000.0 m). Execution of the program is 

the same as before. The heat transfer coefficient (H) and the current 

upstream air temperature are displayed at the user's terminal and the 

zero heat addition is input as shown. When execution is completed, the 

contents of the output file FOR22.DAT are printed. It is self- 

explanatory. Note the effect on fluid properties of the adiabatic com

pression during descent.

The third test illustrates the effect of heat addition to a 

2000.0 m horizontal, frictionless tunnel which is divided into four equal 

segments. It appears in Figure B.3. A heat addition of 50 J/s/m is 

assumed for each segment. The input file is printed first. The first 

record contains the number of segments (4), the friction factor (0.0), 

and the tunnel diameter (3.0 m). The second record contains the initial
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air pressure, temperature, and velocity as before. The next four rec

ords contain the segment number, segment length (500.0 m), and segment 

elevation change (0.0 m). When the program is executed, the heat trans

fer coefficient (H) and the current air temperature are displayed at the
quser’s terminal and the 50 J/s/nr heat addition is input as shown for 

each of the four segments. When execution is completed, the contents of 

the output file are printed. It is self-explanatory. A record of fluid 

properties and other data is kept for the end of each segment.

Use of the Program to 
Calculate Downstream Temperatures

The crux of program FLUID.F10 is to calculate downstream tempera

tures, and the success or failure of the program depends heavily on the 

accuracy of the estimate of heat addition, since the other two input 

variables, namely friction and elevation change, are quite simple to es

timate accurately. The problem of estimating the heat addition has al

ready been developed as dependent on highly variable thermal rock 

properties, unknown past sequence of fluid temperature, and an uncertain 

estimate of the average age of the segment. The effect of many of these 

variables has already been studied by Starfield and Dickson (1967) and 

Lambrechts (1967), but the effect of the past sequence of fluid tempera

ture has not received adequate investigation. The problem may be espe
cially critical in new development headings where the heat problem is 

often most acute. Three test cases are construed for the purposes of 

research and initial fluid conditions, and geometry and thermal rock 

properties are fixed at the following typical values.
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Pressure 101325 N/m2

Temperature 285°K

Velocity 0.5 m/s

Diameter 3.0 m

Friction Factor 0.1

Elevation Change 0.0 m

Conductivity 2,51 s-m-°K

Density 2540 Kg/m3

Specific Heat 908 —  J Kg-°K

VRT 315°K

The tunnel is to be 200 m long when complete. If it is assumed 

that the tunnel is to be advanced at 2 m/day, then the age of the tunnel 

can be estimated at any point. As a first step towards estimating tem

perature increases along the tunnel, numerous heat addition versus time 

curves are obtained with the above thermal rock properties and various 

values for the constant air temperature. These cooling curves for air 

temperatures of 285°K, 287°K, 289°K, 291°K, 293°K, 295°K, 297°K, and 

299°K appear in Figures 1.1 through 1.8. A time step of one day and a 

segment length of 20 m are chosen. This time step is on the order of the 

segment length divided by the driving rate and is sufficiently small for 

the engineering requirements of the model. As said before, three cases 

can be considered.

In the first case, an attempt is made to include the variation

of fluid temperature by simulating the extension of the tunnel. As the 

tunnel is extended, the temperature of the air at a point can be observed,
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and the variation in fluid temperature noted. The average fluid temper

ature at a point and age are then used to estimate the heat addition to 

the fluid.

In the second case, the estimate of the heat addition is based 

on the current upstream fluid temperature and age. It is assumed that 

the fluid temperature at a point has remained constant at that current 

temperature.

In the last case, the estimate of heat addition is based solely 

on age. The fluid temperature is always assumed to be equal to the en

tering fluid temperature at the beginning of the branch.

The results of the first case are shown in Figure 5.3. Pay par

ticular attention to the decreasing fluid temperature at a point as the 

tunnel is extended. Figure 5.4 is a compilation of the final tempera

ture profiles along the tunnel. The output from which these results are 

compiled also appears in Figures I.10 through 1.21.

For dry air, a reasonable estimate of the heat addition can be 

obtained merely by using the current upstream fluid temperature and the 

age of the airway, as in Case 2 (Figure 5.4). When the tunnel was ex

tended and the air temperature at a point decreased, as shown in Figure 

5.3, the non-constant fluid temperature had only a minor influence on 

the estimate of heat addition. Fortunately, the estimate of downstream 

fluid temperature found by using only current upstream temperature and 

age is slightly conservative. Therefore, neglecting the changes in 

fluid temperature does not significantly influence the accuracy of the 

calculations in this situation. The results in case 3 (Figure 5.4) are
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Figure 5.3. Compiled Results of the Continuous Simulation of a Tunnel Advance. —  
The simulation number appears to the left of each stage in the tunnel 
advance. The completed tunnel is 200 m long and segments are 20 m 
long. The age in days of the tunnel is placed below each segment as 
the tunnel advances. The current fluid temperature appears at the end 
of each segment. Note the changes in air temperature at a point as 
the tunnel advances and the rock behind that point cools. vo4>
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Figure 5.4. Compilation of Temperature Profiles. —  Case 1; inclusion of fluid tempera
ture variation for estimate of heat addition. Case 2 : Current upstream
fluid temperature and age only to estimate heat addition. Case 3 : Age only
with entering branch temperature to estimate heat addition.
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not especially satisfactory. Attempting to use only the entering fluid 

temperature for the branch in question plus the age of each segment and 

neglecting the variations in fluid temperature does not provide satis

factory results because the method is too conservative.

Conclusion to Chapter 5

In this chapter, the interaction between the fluid mechanics and 

the heat addition is explored. The logic behind the development of pro

gram FLUID.F10 is given, and a procedure for estimating the temperature 

increase along an airway is presented. This program is used to study 

the influence of the variations in fluid temperature at a point on the 

calculation of temperature increases along an airway. The variations in 

temperature studied are the systematic ones caused by the cooling of 

upstream rock as a heading is advanced. It is found that their effect 

on the calculation of temperature profiles in a tunnel is negligible.

This conclusion does not mean that no variations in fluid tem

perature affect the estimate of heat addition at a point. The causes of 

a variation in fluid temperature are varied, and only one aspect of the 

problem has been considered. Seasonal and diurnal variations may be 

critical near the entrance to a mine. Further away from the surface 

openings, the air temperature usually remains remarkably constant due 

to the deep sink on temperature. Major structural changes will have a 

strong effect on fluid temperatures, and the effect of these variations 

of fluid temperature on the estimate of heat addition remains to be 

investigated.
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Just as the air temperature variations have an effect on the 

estimate of heat addition, so will the changes in airway wetness and 

humidity. This problem is far more complex because both the estimate 

of heat addition and the mass transfer will be affected by these past 

changes.

Even though it is found that the past sequence of fluid tempera

ture along an airway does not have a significant effect on the calcula

tion of current temperature profiles for the case of an advancing 

heading, perhaps when these models are extended to include the presence 

of water vapor, the results will be different. Then the air temperature

in the heat conduction programs might be modified by a factor of 
2exp(-a t) where a is some empirically derived constant and basically a 

function of the driving rate. This factor does appear to model the vari

ation in air temperature, as can be seen in the compiled results of the 

simulation tests in Figure 5.3. The solution for the heat addition ver

sus time at a point would include the effect of the systematic variation 

in fluid temperature by virtue of the above factor. Interaction with 

program FLUID.F10 would no longer be necessary, thus simplifying the

calculations.



CHAPTER 6

CONCLUSION

Accomplishments of This Study

There are four basic.accomplishments of this study. They are as

follows:

1) The development and presentation of a set of differential equa

tions governing the flow of dry air under the influence of fric

tion, elevation change, and heat addition.

2) The development and presentation of models for predicting the 

heat addition from the wallrock.

3) The results of the role of the past sequence of fluid tempera

ture on the estimate of heat addition.

4) Programs to integrate the equations and combine the fluid mechan

ics with the heat transfer from the wallrock.

The work was done in order to clarify the methodologies neces

sary to solve the heat problem which occurs quite frequently in mine 

ventilation, particularly at the development headings. The primary pur

pose of the work is research, but it can be used directly in reasonably 

dry headings. While the models are developed for dry air, the methodol

ogy can be rationally extended to include the effect of water vapor.

Recommendations for Future Work 

Future work on the heat problem in retrospect to the present 

study is recommended in five areas.
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First, improvements and extensions of the heat transfer models 

from the wallrock are necessary. The boundary condition at the tunnel 

wall currently includes the convective heat transfer only, and this must 

be extended to include latent heat transfer due to evaporation and con

densation. The mathematics and the mechanics of the programming are 

quite simple, but certain caution should be exercised because numerical 

instability could result.

Analytic solutions in one dimension need review, and efforts to 

program them should be considered. It is found that the change in fluid 

temperature at a point due to cooling of the upstream rock does not have 

a significant influence on the estimate of heat addition at a point, but 

gross variations in incoming air temperature due to structural changes 

in the ventilation system are probably quite significant and difficult 

to assess. Since it is found that neglecting past changes in fluid tem

perature is possible provided that the changes are not too radical, as 

in the systematic changes in fluid temperature due to extension of the 

tunnel, and that basing the estimate of heat addition on current up

stream temperature and age only is adequate, then analytic solutions can 

and should be used to calculate the heat addition.

When the fluid mechanics and the heat transfer models are ex

tended to include the effect of water vapor, then the heat transfer 

problem becomes two-dimensional. Radial symmetry can no longer be as

sumed because the invert of a tunnel is much more likely to be wet than 

the arch. The Fourier Method outlined in Chapter 4 may provide a ra

tional means of reducing the problem to one dimension: The results of
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this procedure are similar to the arbitrary wetness factor applied by 

others, but the Fourier method provides a rational basis for calculating 

the wetness factor.

Just as past sequence of fluid temperature is significant in 

certain cases when estimating the heat addition from the wallrock, so 

will the past sequence of changes in wetness and humidity. The effect 

of these changes has never been studied in detail and it should be as

sessed theoretically in order to determine the possible magnitude of 

significance.

As an aside, the cause of the numerical instability in the higher 

order finite difference schemes needs to be resolved. Even though the 

lower order schemes for estimating the heat addition from the wallrock 

are adequate for engineering purposes, the higher order schemes at least 

should be attempted. Both higher and lower order schemes are theroeti- 

cally unconditionally stable, yet numerical instability did appear in 

the higher order methods. These instabilities have no bearing on the 

present work, but an understanding is highly desirable.

The second area where major improvements of this study are neces

sary is in the fluid mechanics models. The formulation of the model for 

dry air clearly points towards a concise methodology for deriving the 

equations of an air-water vapor system with heat and mass addition and 

subtraction, elevation change, and friction. For dry air, the usual 

conservation laws (mass, linear momentum, and energy) plus an equation 

of state can be used to derive a system of linear differential equations 

which account for the changes in the four unknowns— pressure.
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temperature, density, and velocity— under the -influence of friction, 

elevation change, and heat addition. When water vapor is considered, an 

additional influence due to latent heat and mass transfer must be stud

ied. For an air-water vapor system, the number of basic unknowns is in

creased to eight. If the subscript a refers to air and the subscript V 

refers to the water vapor, then the unknowns are Pa , Pv , Ta , T^, Pa, p^, 

ua , and uv where P, T, p, and u refer to pressure, temperature, density, 

and velocity. Because thermodynamic equilibrium will exist between the 

air and the water vapor, T& = Tv so the subscripts can be dropped. Like

wise, mechanical equilibrium can also be assumed so that u& = uv , and 

again the subscripts can be dropped. Thus, the number of unknowns is 

reduced in this manner to six. The conservation laws .and the equation 

of state can now be considered for the air-water vapor system. Two con

servation of mass equations can be written. For the air, the relation

ship is similar to pa-ju^ = Pa2u2• For the water vapor, the relationship 

is similar to pv^u^ + m = PV2U2> where m is the rate of mass addition to 

the differential element. One momentum equation can be written which 

relates the efflux minus the influx of momentum to the element to the 

net surface and body forces on the element. If P = Pa + P , Figure 6.1 

shows the basic quantities involved in momentum considerations.

Likewise, an energy equation can be written for the air-water 

vapor system which relates the efflux minus the influx of the various 

forms of energy and the work done on the element by surface and body 

forces plus any external sources of heat and work. Figure 6.2 is a 

sketch of the differential element and basic quantities involved in energy

considerations.
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Figure 6.1. Differential Element of Tunnel Showing Basic Momentum 
Quantities.
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Figure 6.2. Differential Element of Tunnel Showing Basic Energy 
Quantities.
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Two equations of state can be written, one for the air and one

for the water vapor, assuming both behave as perfect gases. These are

P /p = R T and P /p = R T. In summary, it is necessary to solve four a a a v v v
differential equations (two mass equations and a momentum and an energy 

equation) with two equations of state for the six unknowns P^, P^, p^,

P^, T, and u under the influence of heat and mass addition, friction, 

and elevation change. Finally, wet bulb temperature can be computed as 

a function of P^ and T.

The third major area of additional research is in the area of 

field testing. If the extension to include water vapor is completed, 

more efforts should be made to field test the models in an actual air

way. Comparisons with both Starfield and Dickson's (1967) theoretical 

calculations and Lambrechts' (1967) empirical work could also be done 

with ease. Certain back calculations of parameters are also possible. 

For instance, back calculations could be made of the heat and mass 

transfer coefficients and the thermal diffusivity of rock. Many rock 

temperature profiles inside the tunnel wall are published by the U. S. 

Bureau of Mines (Enderlin, 1973) and from these, the thermal diffusivity 

could be back calculated.

The fourth major area of research should be an attempt to make 

many of the programs for solving the differential equations of fluid 

flow and heat transfer available to the practicing engineer. The empha

sis should be more towards developing programs for small desktop calcu

lators than large computing machines, if at all possible. Since the 

fluid mechanics equations for dry air could probably be programmed on
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these small machines, more than likely the fluid mechanics equations for 

an air-water vapor system could be programmed in the same fashion. The 

finite difference program for estimating the heat addition from the wall- 

rock in one dimension might be programmable on a desktop machine if 

sufficient storage were available. Unfortunately though, the program is 

apt to be very slow.

The last major area of research proposed is not directly related 

to this study, but is still very necessary and auxiliary research. Ex

isting network flow programs need to be evaluated in actual mining ap

plications, especially the programs of Hitchcock and Hoover (1975) and 

H. Aberman (personal communication, 1976). The Hitchcock and Hoover 

program already seems to incorporate heat and mass transfer in an excel

lent network flow program. The Aberman program is an excellent user- 

oriented tool for simple network flow calculations without heat and mass 

addition. While this author tends to doubt the accuracy of global flow 

calculations because of data collection problems, they are important in 

overall ventilation design and need evaluation in the mines. Good tem

perature calculations on a local basis are probably much more useful and 

at least possible with a much greater degree of accuracy.

Summary

This paper develops and solves the differential equations which 

enable the user to predict temperature increases along a mine airway. 

Assuming that the air is dry and given the thermodynamic state of the 

air at an upstream point, the differential equations of fluid flow are
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integrated numerically to obtain the thermodynamic state of the air at 

a downstream point knowing the friction factor, elevation change, and 

heat addition along the airway. The friction factor and elevation 

change are relatively simple to estimate for an airway, but the estimate 

of heat addition is both critical and difficult. Two sources of heat 

are possible: the wallrock and the mining activity. (Another apparent

source of heat is due to the adiabatic compression during descent and 

is included in the calculations by virtue of the elevation term.) Heat 

due to the mining activities; i.e., blasting, equipment, people, etc., 

can be included easily in the solution procedure, but is not the prime 

focus of this research. Theoretical models and programs are developed 

which predict the heat addition from the wallrock versus age of the tun

nel. The results of these programs provide estimates of the heat addi

tion necessary as input to an interactive program for solving the 

differential equations of fluid flow and predicting temperature increas

es along an airway. Much research needs to be accomplished and the 

models need to be extended to include the effect of water vapor. The 

theoretical work accomplished so far, though, enables this future work 

to be started both efficiently and rationally.



APPENDIX A

PROGRAM FLUID.F10

This program is developed to solve the differential equations of 

fluid flow along a single mine airway. It is written in Fortran IV for 

use on The University of Arizona's DEC 10 computer. The differential 

equations which it solves are developed in Chapter 3. The rationale be

hind the structure of the program is found in Chapter 5, where it is 

used in a series of tests to evaluate the importance of systematic 

changes in the fluid temperature on the prediction of heat addition and 

temperature increases along an airway. The comment cards at the begin

ning of the program give specific instructions for its use.
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i i i E g a s s s * :

S h i n t i l F W i  fSHIMSf2’-”*1- ™°°'M  o m mTHE STRUCTURE OF FOR21.DAT IS AS FOLLOWS,

CC*Ccccccccccc
ccccccccccccccccccccc

ABSTRACT

RECORD - COL 
1 - 1 0  11-20 21-30

VARIABLE - DEFINITIONNSZ1AX ---F D

3-N5MAX
1 1 - 2 021-30

1-10

21-30
atIkfV ELOC KS2GS DX DZ

NOKBEB OF SEGMENTS MAKING THE BRANCH DARCY FRICTION FACTOR FOR BRANCH HYDRAULIC DIAMETER OF TUNNEL = «*ABEA/PERIKETER TOTAL AIR PRESSURE DRY BULB TEMPERATURE AIR VELOCITY SEGMENT NUMBER LENGTH OF SEGMENT
THE OUTPUT FILE CO NT AIn!HTHÊINIT1AL̂FLUID PRESSURE, TEMPERATURE, DENSITY AND VELOCITY, THE BRANCH FRACTION FACTOR F NO THE DIAMETER OF THE TUNNEL D. A RECORD OF THE SEGMENT NUMBER MSECS, LENGTH ALONG THE TUNNEL X, DX. DZ. CURRENT FLUID PROPERTIES, HEAT ADDITION Q, HEAT TRANSFER COEFFICIENT H AND

pIIe ?H£-i.iIiiiSGLoF i^i52iFTHK581EeiTI3!1ENCOUNTERED DURING INTEGRATION. NO OTHER ERROR MESSAGES ARE PROVIDED.
EXTERNAL FLOW

cc

DEFINENEON = 3?I*=4.0«ATAN(1.0)G=9.80665R=2B7.0bC?=1C04.CRSLERR*1.OE-8A3S£RR*0.0INPUT=21TOUT = 22SET INITIAL CONDITIONS NSEGS = 0 DX = 0.3
g; ??£t d«a8“  pee ” 12,0L"JE P I * ”“ I

8: ?:?IFLAG = 1DEFINE BRANCH SIZE AND FRICTION PARAMETER/r *j r> rr —• in rn\ e m * v t* r»:::3ZAD
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C6403
0 6 5 : 3
C66T0
06700m
07100

m
C75CC 
07600 
C 77 CO 
07600 
C79C0 
080C0 
C81C0 
C 8 2 0 0 
0830 0 
08400

im
C88CC 
C69C0 
C9CC0 09100 
C92C0 
093CO 
C94C0 
09500

t m
09800
09900

ws;
K 3 C 0

1fS8?
10700
1C800
10900
1100011100
\ m114:0 
11500ii
m
1 1
12600

1001 C RilD
E2AD(INPUT.1001)FOP.XXT (3ri6.0)= DENSITY

PP2SS,ATESP,VELOC
DENSITY?.HO * PRESS/ (?.*ATEMP)

C CREATE OUTPUT FILE 
____  WRITS(IOUT,20C0) NSHAX,P,D2vCC FORKAl(1H .3CHM&K3ER OF SE322NTS IS BRANCH =,I5,5X,3HC WRITE HEADfNG'3H » =WRITE(TOUT,2002)
2002 FORHAi (41H NSEGS X

1 30 H PRESS
3 30 H____ Q,i,l°C H ATEHP,

IFLAGf
D2,

Fsli5Hj8SI:!?8.,if?!;8,'Jf?i:8fif15!!;H5fp'TILOC’SHO'°‘¥ PRESSATEXPVELOC
2001C INITIALIZEYY
c Y
C BEGIN MAIN LOOP 

503 CONTINUENSEGS = NSEGS ♦ 1
C READ T h P g EOMETRY’o F^T h P  FIRST SEGMENT
i »2 c{SKS-“ • “

C COMPUTE OTHER PARAMETERS 
D2DX = DZ^DX

c FSMTH * 0.316/(RKLDS*«C.25)
C OUT?UT_H AND̂AtIm̂ TÔ Û ES
2530 FOpyj5Ĥ H=lF7!3Y13H-sJ<fi(M**2*S*K) ,2X,7H ATEEP», F10.5,1
1500

pe  i n  g ,  Q F10.0)
RESET RKF«S CONTROL PARAMETERS T = 0.0 TOUT-DX TFINAL*DX TPRINT-DX I?LAG=1INTEGRATE THE DIFFERENTIAL EQUATIONS1j, Vthb (FLOW,NEUN,Y,T,TOUT,RELERH,ADSERR,IFLAG,I a u .̂K , I WORK)
2= ^ l?o.(?;4hihrii’iicu76'8<,,'iFL,°RECOVER THE RESULTS OF THE INTEGRATION FROM YPRESS .ATEXP VELOC

iPiiMIRF'‘̂ ’̂ Ĝ̂ .XfDXfDZ, TRESS, ATEMP, VELOC, EHC, 12,VjU .0 DJC3; WRITS (TOUT,31) 3ELBR3,ABSS3R GO TO 10

F=,

H,IFLAG

2H K , / ,

H,IFLAG



127 C?m
m1370 138C0 13903 140CC 141C0 142C? 14300 1 44 00 14503I 4 6 C 0 14703 14903 149C0 15000
II
15603
15803 15900 16000 16103 16200 163 00 16400 16500 16603 •16700 16900

4 0 
50

7131

WRITS (IOUT,41)GO TO 10AES ERR * 1.02-4WRITS(TOUT,31) RSLERR,ABSEREGO TO 10RSLERR * 13.C*F.BLERRWRITS(LOOT,31) REISER,ABSERRxr LAG * 2GO TO 10WRITE (IOUT, 71)IFLAG « 2 GO TO 10 WHITS (IOUT,81)STOP
?8I3{?|H5FORMAT(12H MUCH OUTPUT) FORMAT (14H IMPROPER CALL)

C
C

c
c
c
c

SUBROUTINE FLOW(T,Y,YP)
RlAL T,Y(3),YP(3)

h R w s w m fPRESS-Y (1)
SiESS? 5

IHE ""TIC, Of STATEESTIMATE THE COERENT KACH DUMBER SQUARED S0ME'1”U-C9n0ÂIOHCeVEL0Ce( aWPHESS-1.0/ (CP-AIEKP) )YP(if = -3HC*F/D*VELOC*VELOC/2.0 -RHO*G»DZDX ATIONenergy'ioljĵĵ L̂-̂ F̂/DwVELOCsVELOC/a.C -1.C/CP»G*DZDX
J»ls

RETURNEND
♦ RMACH*G/VELOC*DZDX



APPENDIX B

THE USE OF PROGRAM FLUID.F10

The following three tests serve a dual purpose. In Chapter 3, 

these tests confirmed the correct functioning of the program for three 

limiting cases. In Chapter 5, the rationale behind the development of 

program FLUID.F10 is given and these tests serve to illustrate the use 

of this program.

Figure B.l is a 1000.0 m horizontal tunnel with zero heat addi

tion. The contents of the data file are printed first. The first rec

ord contains the number of segments (1), the friction factor (0.1), and 

the tunnel diameter (3.0 m). The second record contains the initial air 

pressure, temperature, and velocity as 101325.0 N/m^, 280.00°K, and 

1.0 m/s, respectively. The third record contains the segment number (1), 

segment length (10,000.0 m), and segment elevation change (0.0 m). The 

next statements indicate the execution of this program with the equation 

solver RKF45.F10 on The University of Arizona's DEC 10 computer. The 

calculated value of the heat transfer coefficient (8.171) and the cur

rent upstream fluid temperature (280.00°K are output to the user and 

the zero heat addition is input as assumed. When execution is completed, 

the contents of the data file F0R22.DAT are printed. It is self- 

explanatory and contains a record of all initial conditions and calcu

lated results at the end of the 10,000.0 m tunnel including: the segment

number (NSEGS, cumulative length (X), segment length (DX), segment
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T>FT F'JWZl.DAr1 0.1000 3.0
101325.0 200.00 1.01 t0000.0 00.0

.CV r u n n .I>l L,RKK-15.RKL
t INKJ l.o.i'-firvl
UNNxrr fuiim u.ecuiion]
M- 0.171 J/<hA*:»*i«K) ATFMP= 280.00000 Kw;w r>n: m  o. rio.o 0.0 
•}io r

HMU OK EXLCUllON
cru time:: 0.13 klapsed t i m e: 7.50
EXIT
• mi: 1 itRrv.ti.uMimvi.i< oi KLOMi:oir, w  drancm =* 1 0.100 d« 3.0

NCEilS X PX PZ PRESS ATEMP VELOC RHO n M IFI.or,
0 0. 0. 0. 101325.00000 200.00000 1.00000 1.26062 0.000 0.000 J
1 10000. 10000, 0. 101114.73700 277.83375 1.00140 1.25076 0.000 8.171 2

/

Figure B.l. Horizontal Tunnel with Friction and Zero Heat Addition
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elevation change (DZ), air pressure (PRESS), air temperature (ATEMP), 

velocity (VELOC), density (RHO), segment heat addition (Q), heat trans

fer coefficient (H), and the RKF45 error flag (IFLAG). This error flag 

is initially set to 1 and if the integration has proceeded well, is re

turned as 2. See Appendix C for more details on this parameter and the 

integration routine.

Figure B.2 is similar to the first test and represents descent 

down a 2000.0 m shaft with zero heat addition and zero friction. The 

contents of the data file are printed first. The first record contains 

the number of segments (1), the friction factor (0.0), and the tunnel 

diameter (3.0 m). The second record contains the initial air pressure, 

temperature, and velocity as before. The third record contains the seg- . 

ment number (1), segment length (2000.0 m), and segment elevation change 

(-2000.0 m). Execution of the program is the same as before. The heat 

transfer coefficient (H) and the current upstream air temperature are 

displayed at the user's terminal and the zero heat addition is input as 

shown. When execution is completed, the contents of the output file 

F0R22.DAT are printed. It is self-explanatory. Note the effect on 

fluid properties due to the adiabatic compression.

Figure B.3 illustrates the effect of heat addition to a 2000.0 m 

horizontal tunnel with zero friction. The branch is divided into four 

segments and a heat addition of 50 J/s/nr is assumed for each segment.

The input file is printed first. The first record contains the number 

of segments (4), the friction factor (0.0), and the tunnel diameter 

(3.0 m). The second record contains the initial air pressure.



n n :  f o k -j m . hat1 0.0000 3.0101325.0 2H0.00 l .0
1 2000.0  - 2000.0

.CX f L U In . RCL, KW 45 . NFL 
L1NI.!
LLNKXCr RIJIO F::f cuLion]
II 0 .0 0 0  *215*10  ATCMP- 200 .00000  KNOW TYPE IN P» FIO.O
0.0*3HN*
END OF EXECUTION
r r u  t i n e : o . i a  fj apped  t i m e : 7 .2 2e xn
. IYI r FOKI'Z.TIAT
NIIMKI If 01 SEUfiCNTS IN BRANCH = 1 F** 0.000 D« 3.0NSCl'5 X DX DZ PRESS ATEMP VELOC0 0. 0. 0. 101325.00000 200.00000 1.000001 2000. 2000. -2000. 128277.83200 277.53316 0.84478

nno n m jflac, 1.260A2 0.000 0.000 1 
1.471117 0.000 0.000 2

Figure B.2. Descent Down a Vertical Shaft with Zero Friction and Zero Heat Addition.
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TYPE F0R21.DAT4 0*0000 3.0
101325.0 200.00 1.0

1 500.0 0.0
2 500.0 0.03 500.0 0.0
4 500.0 0.0

• rx rujin.RrL.fvixF45.rflLINK? Lrjrtdinu
r.Lm;xci ru m «M 4 0.000 A7LrMP» 200.00000 K
Niit-' m e  in nr r 10.0
50.0
Hr 0.000 J/(Mtt2*ntK> ATEMP= 279.75243 K 
NOW TYPi: IN u. F10.0
50.0
H; 0.000 J/<m t2»U*K) ATEHP® 319.50400 K 
NOW TYPE IN 11* Ft0.050.0M- 0.000 J/(Nkt2tStK) 
NOW TYPE IN 0. F10.0
50.0S H ‘P

ArtMP- 339.25727 K

LNO OF CM CUTINN
ITU rihc: 0.24 fc'LAFSCD TIME: 19.43 
LX I I
. TYPi: H1R2 >.rAT
NO iOKIi OF 5LF.Mi:NTS IN BRANCH = 4 F« 0.000 D= 3.0

NSUiS X DX DZ PRESS ATEHP VELOC RIIO n H iru.o
0 0. 0. 0. 101325.00000 200.00000 1.00000 1.2/.0A2 0.000 0.000 11 500. 500. 0. 101325.00000 297.75243 1.07054 1.17756 50.000 9.000 2? 1000. 500. 0. 101325.00000 319.5040/. 1.14109 1.1047/, 50.000 0.000 23 1500. 500. 0. 101325.00000 339.25727 1.211A3 1.04043 50.000 0.000 24 2000. 500. 0. 101325.00000 359.00970 1.20210 0.90319 50.000 0.000 2

Figure B.3. Horizontal Tunnel with Zero Friction and Heat Addition to Each of its Four Equal 
Segments. 114
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temperature, and velocity as before. The next four records contain the 

segment number, segment length (500.0 m), and segment elevation change 

(0.0 m). When the program is executed, the heat transfer coefficient (H) 

and the current air temperature are displayed at the user’s terminal and 

the 50 J/s/m^ heat addition is input as shown for each of the four seg

ments . When the execution is completed, the contents of the output file 

are printed. It is self-explanatory. A record of fluid properties and 

other data is kept for the end of each segment.



APPENDIX C

SUBROUTINE RKF45.F10

This program is a fourth-fifth order Runge-Kutta integrator used 

to solve the fluid mechanics equations in Chapter 3. It is published in 

Forsythe et al. (1977). Tests of the program appear in Appendix D. 

RKF45.F10 is written in Fortran IV and is executed along with the driv

ing program FLUID.F10 on The University of Arizona's DEC 10 computer. 

Comment cards at the beginning of the program fully document its use.
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I

I

ccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccecccccccccccccc

SUBROUTINE RKF4 5 (F, NEON , Y, T, TOUT, BELEH?. , ASSEP.E,IFLAG ,• wCt*. Kyi wuS K)
FSHL32HG FOUHTH-FIFTH 03DE? 50S52-XUT7A KETHCD
WRITTEN 3Y ii.A. WATTS AND L.F. SKAMEINE SANDIA LABORATORIES ALBUQUERQUE, NEW MEXICO
P 8 i # l S ,l M f P i i W h P 5 § 5l ! # ! , ® h ! P m -
AdSTSACT
B m m ' & W B w m ' K R W H ' W W ,,m o»ro

WĤ T̂HÊ Yĵ 'Â P Glj|?i,AT,*!r(K1::CN) *TYPICALLY THE SUBROUTINE IS USED TO INTEGRATE FROM T TO TOUT RUT IT
t i H i r i y y p  U sONLY TO CAlL RKFU5 AGAIN (AND PERHAPS DEFINE A NEW VALUE FOE TOUT). ACTUALLY, RXFU5 IS AN INTERFACING ROUTINE WHICH CALLS SUBROUTINE

fEaL
RKFÛ nSEŜ HScRUNGE-iCUTTA-FEHLSERG («,5) METHOD DESCRIBED
E. FEHLBERG, LCW-ORDER CLASSICAL EUMGE-KOTTA FORMULAS WITH STEPSIZE CONTROL, NASA T3 R-315
THE PERFORMANCE OF RKFU5 IS ILLUSTRATED IN THE REFERENCE
Lairrh|!5i!!;ft0i»5ioSI;JsfaI-s5.1?!"^,k E sSS;s' S0“-ST1SANDIA LABORATORIES REPORT SAND75-5182,TO APPEAR IN SIAM REVIEW. .
THE PARAMETERS PEPRESENT-F — SUBROUTINE F (T,Y,YP) TO EVALUATE DERIVATIVES Y? (I) = DY(I)/DT NEQN — NUMBER OF EQUATIONS TO BE INTEGRATED Y(I) — SOLUTION VECTOR AT T T — INDEPENDENT VARIABLETOUT — OUTPUT POINT AT WHICH SOIUTICN IS DESIREDR2LE?5< A3SERR — RELATIVE AND ABSOLUTE ERROR TOLERANCES FOR LOCAL

STIFF ORDINARY

REQUIRES THAT

FIRST CALL TO 2KFU5
it=EiF2¥ K [# 2 ^
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C64C0
C65C00 h 6 C 0 
C67C0 069C3
06 9 CO
S?5ii
??i8S
07UC0
576^0
0786?
07 9 CO
SS5S3
OduOO 
025(9 086(0 
037CC 03 9 r0 
089C0
3353?
??3?$
S333?
09600 
r Q 7C9 
098CC 
09900 
V O C O  
1C ICO 
1C2C0 
103CC 
10400 
10500 106 CO 
10700 
10 8C0 
10900 11000 11100
?jji?1 1400 
11500 
116CC 
11700 11800 
11990
U K I
123CC
12400
12609

CCccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccc

.GS. 1)

ilELIRH,

INITIALIZE THE FOLLOWING 9A2AXETESS-

?5??:: SI5?JI 3? <«»» •-

B i S l l P

T M i i S H i a i l i B 1
OUTPUT FKOM RKF45 
Y (*) —  SOLUTION AT T7 -- .LAST POINT P.ZACH2D IS ISTSGHATICN.

, i & S M ' S i  sSl'ii xcS5h15s3 —  INTEGRATION WAS NOT COUPLETS.: BECAUSE RELATIVE EEEOE
t t f t & M h l t i  f t 0* flAS BEEN :NCBEA5ED

“ "  SoCO^DEEfVATIVE Hil^xS APPROXIMATELY 500 STEPS.
i s g i J F M i  w 1”  -
INTEGRATION WAS NOT COMPLETED BECAUSE REQUESTEDi l l i m M P i * ™ -

= 7 —  I? IS LIKELY THAT RK?u5 IS INEFFICIENT FOR SOLVING
8 | f M P M 4 , tI°&88!.0W T $ i  S$fW&lSi.To»MvD&e= 8  —  INVALID INPUT PARAMETERS

cIF ANY of THE f0LLCHING 15
r = TOUT AND I FLAG ,NE.EELE3H CR AESERE .LT. 0

WORK {*),IW03X (*) —  INFORMATION*WHICH IS USUALLY

--2

5 --

6 -  -

♦1 OR -1
.GI. 8 NO INTEREST
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127 CO 
12SC0

13100
132C013300
13500'
13700 1 3 9 C 0 
13900 
14000 141CC 
14200 14300 14400 
14500 
14600 14700
u r n15 C C r 
151C0ill
i millm163CC
165C0
167%ifiacc169C0

1730 0 
17400 17500 
176 CO 17700 
17800 
17900 
180C0 18100 19200 
16300 
I3arr.
iescS19701
1890?

Cccccccccccccccccccc8cccccccccc
cccccccceccccc

TO THE USES BUT NECESSARY FC3 SUBSEQUENT CALLS.

suassauEM calls to ekfus

l U w m z TO -2 CONTINUE IN THE ONE STEP MODE.
i # « M 9“■ 13 PA3A:iETEH has b£

A»D A»OiBlE 3pO°foI»?Il}§;i,E?f£uI?̂ II0!S|';SSii§25;r
THE SELEEiJ PAHAHEfEH HAS
a liSo tc ? lGS n * i0 ?S» ? : L I? , I - C‘i§?A.0 l!..?.5iS5f.4 _?HE_’FUNCTl6H_CbUNTER iiiL Lo z# w w z«% x O ^̂

1 6 * | S H * S S

S t:5Hi£!i.J! . « m S i ^ i S sKi18o,̂ J?iST “  “ ” 1” “  •“ “ »
SiiJuLD Nui oz« AL • &RLU•

INTEGER NEQN,IrLAG,IHOKX (5)|EAWJjlE£N) ,T,TOUT,3ELES?.,A3SE?.2,*ORS(21)
_ INTEGER K1,K2,:<3,KU,K5,K6,K1KLOEPUTE INDICES FOH SPLITTING OF THE KCP.K Af.BAY

NEON NEON NEON
I'loN

r I
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190CC 1910C 192C0 19JC0 194CC 19500 196C0 197C0 199CC 199CC 200C0 201 CO
i m2C4CC
20665 207 GO 209CC 2C900 
21000

5 % %21500
2 18 CC 21900
22200

3312822700 22900 229 00
23200 23300 234CC 235C0 23600 237CC 239CC 23900 2 4 0 C 0 2410C 2 4 2 C 0 243CC 2440^ 2 4 5 C 0
!St?525CCC
ii'M

SOSKJSft) ,SOHK (:<6*1),IX03K(l),:z0BK(2) > IUOEK (3) .l'-'0as(<t) ,
SetoM 3”2NDSU3HOOTINE 3KFSJ

cccccccccccccc

KSHLBEHG FOURTH-FIFTH 0BDE3 RUKG2-KUTTA METHOD

________ FOB THE NETT STF!*1NFS - C0U3T2B"OH THE NUMBER OF DERIVATIVE FUNCTION EVALUATIONS
LOGICAL UFAILD,OUTPUT

1
ccc
ccc

EXTE8SAL F
INTEGER K.MAXNFE,Mr LAG , , SEAL AMAX 1,AMIN 1
DATA RESIN/1.02-12/THIS EXPENSE IS CONTROLLED BY RESTRICTING THE NUMBER OF

«S'iM?M;ilSSH!§loE5B7Eo,ll§8f1s$EM E$s“ "EE-
cac«»f3J«!*iJiK8^IF(NEON .LI. 1) GO TO 10

y£i!‘iE!l,s,LlFLU?’ •
y H ? a 5‘o.sif-.i',io6°io is'’11” •gi-FIRST CALL, COMPUTE MACHINE EPSILON „ EPS = 1.05 EPS = SPS/2.0EPSP1 = EPS + 1.0 IF (EPS?) .GT. 1.0) GO TO 5 U26 = 25.C*FPS GO TO 50 INVALID INPUT 10 I FLAG = 8 RETURNCHECK CONTINUATION POSSIBILITIES

2- if lifts i P k  ilrLtc

LT. C.C)) GO TO 
8)) GO TO 10

3)) GO TO 10
GO TO U5IFLAG ='♦ OR - 2

, W a S k L i r i i i l F :?e:



2530:
P I
Ilii
m i
i m264CC 26500 26600 267 CC111832700027 1 CO
22^ 0°
27500
27700278C0279C0250C028 ICOinn28400285002860028700288C0Ilcd3
llzM
221,36?
IlfSS297C0
i i lII3C4CC
I I
m

#  3i4": 31 5 c 0

GOIFLAG = 25 IP
TO 503,4.5,6,7 OR 8:i?lag '9

Cc

cc

ccc

(IFLAG .IQ. 3) . __ _ IF (IFLAG .2ft. 4\ GO TO 40 IFjjIFLAG .EQ -
3) GO TO 45 4X GO 3) •AND.

GO TO 50 P2EVICUS CALL

CALLS

CCCCCc

33 STOPRESET FUNCTION EVALUATION COUNTER 40 N?E * 0IP (riFLAG . EQ. 2)RESET FLAG VALUE FltOK 45 IFLAG % JFLAGIF(KFLAG .EQ. 3) 'FLAG * IADSfIFLAG)
iS&PS} ;5?5l ,aG ,l“ i roa50 JFLAG * IFLAG KFLAG * 0SAVE HELZaa AXD ABSE2E FOB CHECKING ISIUT CN SUBSEQUENT SAVP.2 = RELEH5 SAVAE = ABSEBB

M W h l V * ™  “A3I5SG FEO.i IMPOSSIBLE ACCURACY REQUESTS.REE = 2.:«EPS*aSKIH IFjfSSLEBa .GE. RE3) GO TO 55 RELATIVE ERROR TOLERANCE TOO SMALL 3ELERR = REE IFLAG = 3 KFLAG = 3 RETURN5d DT = TOUT-rIF1MFLA3 .EQ. 1) GO TO 60 if Unit . eq. oj go to 65GO TO 80 INITIALIZATIONSET INITIALIZATION COMPLETION INDICATOR. INIT SET INDICATOR FOR TOC MANY OUTPUT POINTS, KOP EVALUATE INITIAL DERIVATIVES
!I?IMCA ^ r!!Al2lNGFU^IiiizIVALUATICNS' SFE60 INIT = C KOP = 0

i»;=-2s2RETURN t>5 I SIT* 1H=A3S(DT)TOLN=0.0 DO 70 K=1

TOUT) GO TO 65

♦ ABSE3R 70
—  .v n-.,NEQN
TOLN = TOL YPK * A3S(Y?(K))IF (YPK*H**5 .GT. TOL)CONTIHUH 1IF (TOLN .L2. C.0> H * O.C " “ A1AX1 (H,rJ26*XMAX1 (A3S(T) ,A2S(BT) ))

(TCL/YPK)**0.2

ION IN THE DIRECTION FROM T TO TOUT
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31&03 317 00 318O0 31900 320 CO
p i
32500
jils?

u r n
335C033600
Mlti
JttOCO3U1C03ti2C03U3C030ttCC3«5C0
m3U8CC3U9C035000
352C0
Util
Util
3600036 ICO 36200 36300 364 00 36500 366C0
Ulti
Util37 1 CO
j?!'?
% %  37600 377 Cr 3 7 8 C 0

BY TOO 3AXY
KCE=K0P+1

85IF GO TO 95CTF.APCLATE AND RETURN

CCcccccccccccccccccccccc

BO l! = SIGN (H rDT)OJ-iuf°POIN-sr ?KF45 15 B2IKG SZVZ21Y impacted
UIJSECiSSAnif FH2\)U2NCY OF OUTPUT KOP « 0 I?LAO = 7 K2TU3N
?o5r(̂LoIPtI) OUTPUT'pOlilTf̂ l̂1)0 9 3 S=1,ilEQN 93 Y(K) = T(K) ♦ DT*YP(K)A = TOUT
^ § V , l h V ? )GO TO 300INITIALIZE OUTPUT POINT INDICATOR 93 OUTPUT = .FALSE.

Ic>“I0?»EP!l'206“T0LEEAaC*S°" 16 2SS0'' "■*««>>SCALE * 2.C/EEL2ES AS = SCAL2*ABS2HP.ST2? BY STEP INTEGRATION 103 ilFAILO * .FALSE.SET SMALLEST ALLOWABLE STEPSIZE ilHIN=U26*A3S (T)ADJUST,STEPSIZE If NECESSARY TO HIT THE OUTPUT POINT.
DT x TOUT-TIF(AB5(DT) .GE. 2.0*ABS(H)) GO TO 200 „ IF (ABSjDT) .RT. A3S (H)) GO TO 150ThI OUTPUT POINTFUL STEP ”tl C0KP1EIS THE INTEGRATION TO OUTPUT = .TRUE.H=DTGO TO 200 1d3 H=0.5 *DTCORE INTEGRATOR FOR TAKING A SINGLE STEP

?Slea?i»0ATHlS£l5of n“,>'!rl0“ «
IMS ZSr.03 ESTIMATE FORMULA HAS BEEN GROUPED TO CONTROL LOSS OFW ▲ kM J? X Ve A ̂1 X» •

STEPSIZE

spcrjLCCAL E X T F .A P c t^ l5 r t i- | l l5 ru S rL \i15t £S(T^wAllztAN D •
T TO THI
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37900 38009 381 CO
nm
3BSC03H9CC390CC3 9 1C 0S2H
i i i39800 39900 4C0C9 40109 UC2C0 4C3C0 40UC0 40 50 0 40600 407C0 4C8CC 409C0 41000 411^9 41203 41393 41403 415334 1 6 C 3 4 1700 4 1 8 C 0 41903 42000 42100
42300
42509
2!Se5430C043 ICC 43230 433CC 43403 43500 43600
43800 4 393- 4400 044 13:

ZAXXFK) GO 70 220203 IF (NFS .LI.TOO MUCH WORK IFLAG = 4 KFLAG * 4 RETURN

LOCAL^ERBOaRELATIVE __  __ ____  _THE HAGNITJDIS OF THE SOLUTIONOF THE STEP.2E0ET = 0.0 DO 250 K=1.NEQN2T= ‘ ...IFINAPPRO___IFLAG = 5 RETURN

flK^^^ZAS^D^ITH RES#|Ĉ TC"T̂  OFAT THE BEGINNING AND END
> 250 K=1.NEQN
JPBIATE E2E0E TOLERANCE

250
Ccc

fiIijT;LA??^,; f r M s?sLK ? 52*ec-°:CESS?UL STEP
1/1C

= 0.9/ESTTOL*»0.2 
200S3ALLEST ALLOWABLE STEPSIZZ

Ccc

ccc

cc

UNSUCCE5REDUCE THE STEPSIZE AND TRY AGAIN THE DECREASE IS LIE ITZD TO A FACTOR OF HFAIL3 = .TRUE.OUTPUT = .FALSE.S = 0.1IF (ESTTOL .LT. 59009.:) S ■H = S«HIF (A33 (H) . GT. H.-.IN) GO TO REQUESTED ERROR UNATTAINABLE AT IFLAG = 6 KFLAG = 6 RETURNSUCCESSFUL STEPSTORE SOLUTION AT T+H AND EVALUATE DERIVATIVES THERE 260 T = T t H „ DO 270 K=1,NEQN270 X (K) m= FI (K)
W . n h ' i ' v

ALi.9« ED TO INCREASE.S - 5.0 IF(ESTTOL .GT
SHOULD WF TAKE ANOTHER STEP IF(OUTPUT) GO TO 300

cc
IfIi-LAG .GT. 0) GO TO IOC INTEGRATION SUCCESSFULLY COMPLETEDONE STEP MODEIFLAG = -2 RETURNINTERVAL MODE



UL20?4U3C0uuac?au5C3uuero
UU1CO 44800 4 4 9 C 0 45000 451C? 452C0 4 5 3 C 0 45400 455C0 456C0 457C? 453CC 4590? 46003 4610? 46203 46300 464 CO 46500 4 6 6 C 0 467 CC 46800 4690 ? 4 7 0 C 9 471C0 472(0 473 C 0 4740? 475C: 476C0 4 7 7 C 0 479(0 479C3 48000 46100 48200 483C0 484C0 485CC 48603 4870C 48800 4890: 4900 0 4910?
U9UCCU95C:496C9U97C05?§f)If???
50366

ccccccccccccccccccc

303 T = TOUT IFLAG = 2 RETURN ENDSUBROUTINE FEHL{F,NEQN,T,T,H,YP,FI,F2,?3,F4,F5,S)
7SHL3ERG FOURTH-FIFTH ORDER RUNGE-KUTTA METHOD
F2HL INTEGRATES A SYSTEM OF NEON FIRST ORDER ORDINARY DIFFERENTIAL EQUATIONS OF THE FCFM

DERIVATIVES FEHL ADVANCES

Ccc

FI TH30UGH F5 ABE ARRAYS OP DIMSKSICS NZCN WHICH ARE HEEDED FOR INTERNAL STORAGE.THE FORMULAS HAVE BEEN GROUPED TO CONTROL LOSS OF SIGNIFICANCE.FEHL SHOULD BE CALLED WITH AN H NOT SMALLER THAN 13 UNITS OF ROUNDOFF IK T SO THAT THE VARIOUS ISCSrBKCENT ARGUMENTS CAN til UiSilNGJISHED.
INTEGER SSl?K
INTEGER K CH = H/4.C DO 221 K=1,NEQN

221 CH = 3..9»H/32.C ,,, DO 222 K=1,NEON
DO 223 l*lTjiEQN223 75(K) = Y(K) ♦ CH«(1932.0«YP(K)♦(7296.0«F2(K)1 -7230. )*F1 (K)) )

2 2 4 1 p 4 ^ ‘ : c ! j § p ; y ! S c ’i?i'!l»<f l ' ' , 5 - c * " , K , , ‘
a Li yi?y?6?*'_ DO 225 K=1,NEQN

COMPUTE APPROXIMATE SOLUTION AT T+H
1

CH = H/7618 CSC.0 PP 233 Y=KfKEQN
-77.2 J s F 5 (K) ))RETURN END



APPENDIX D

TESTING SUBROUTINE RKF45.F10

In order to ascertain the correct functioning of RKF45.F10, 

three categories of tests were performed. The results are discussed 

herein, but for brevity the testing routines and their output have been 

omitted.

The first test is the execution of the published example pro

gram. The problem involves orbit calculations, and the details are 

found in Forsythe et al. (1977). The example program was executed, and 

the results are identical to those published.

The second test of RKF45.F10 is for accuracy. A series of poly

nomials of the form y* = n x11-̂" were integrated in the interval £-l>l] 

subject to the initial condition y(-l) * (-l)n . The routine should in

tegrate a 4th degree polynomial exactly, but actual integration results 

are somewhat clouded. The automatic stepsize control does not insure 

the user that the function will be evaluated exactly at a desired output 

point. RKF45.F10 utilizes the results at two nearby integration points 

to interpolate the results at the desired output point. This interpola

tion introduces another small error on top of the 5th order truncation 

error. There was also evidence for some small machine roundoff error. 

Nevertheless, the integrations for n = 4 and n = 5 appear to be exact 

within the tolerance of the computer and the integration for n * 6

125
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appears to be slightly less accurate. It is concluded, therefore, that 

RKF45.F10 is functioning according to the theoretical accuracy 

specifications.

The final test of RKF45.F10 investigates the stepsize and error 

control abilities of the routine. The function y* = A(x) y was inte

grated in the interval £-1,l] where A(x) * 1 in [-1,0] and A(x) = exp(x) 

in (0,l] subject to the initial condition y(-l) = 1. The exact solution 

is y = exp(x+1) in [-1,o] and y = exp(exp(x)) in (0,l]. This is a fairly 

tough test for the routine because while y is everywhere continuous, y 1 

is discontinuous at x = 0. The results for two different specified rela

tive errors show that the important stepsize and error control features 

of the subroutine do indeed work. The stepsize is almost constant in 

the interval [j-1,0] where A(x) = 1, but when the solution begins to 

change faster in the interval (0,lj where A(x) = exp(x), the stepsize 

decreases in order to maintain accuracy. Generally, the user is assured 

that the specified relative error is no more than one order of magnitude 

less than the actual relative error for any problem. Sometimes, the 

print interval can restrict the stepsize resulting in much greater ac

curacy than requested. Since.for any given problem, the print interval 

is determined by the potential needs and uses of the results, only ex

perience tempered by economy and judgment can help the user select the 

best error restriction.

Another test of RKF45.F10 involving stepsize and error control 

was essentially running the previous problem in reverse. In this test, 

y* = A(x) y where A(x) = exp(x+1) in [-1,6] and A(x) = 1 in (0,l)
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subject to the initial condition y(-l) = exp(1). Stepsize decreases in 

[j*l,o] and then increases and remains constant in (0,l]. Based on the 

above two tests, it is concluded that the error control capabilities of 

the subroutine are functioning well and it is safe to apply this program 

for the purposes of this study.



APPENDIX E

PROGRAM IMPLT.F10

Program IMPLT.F10 is a DEC 10 or CYBER 175 program written in 

Fortran IV for solving the one-dimensional heat conduction equation to 

obtain the heat addition to a tunnel. Currently, the input-output tapes 

are set for execution on the DEC 10. The partial differential equation 

and boundary conditions which the program solves are found in Chapter 4 

along with a complete description of the physical model for heat conduc

tion to a tunnel. Comment cards at the beginning of the program give 

specific instructions for its use. Typical values for many of the ne

cessary parameters are found in Appendix H.
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Si

1

CCccc*cccccc
ccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccc

PROGRAM IttPLT (INPUT/OUTPUT, TAPES *INP UT# TAPE6sOUTPUT) ABSTRACT

2a t 2a 3T
A 31

WHERE T = TEMPERATURE - K E = SPACE VARIABLE R * EXPJSJ - M I * TIME VARIABLE - S A = THERMAL DIFFUSIVITY - M**2/S SUBJECT TO THE BOUNDARY CONDITIONS
\ : Tvi? "
K3T
R3E

H* (TWALL-ATEMP)

'"” E ATE3P = AIB TEMPSHATDBE - K

llSlISillllllfk
? p R|| I? ?8I
THE APp |g G. ^  J8§05T lS g S Sf L S I s T§ i  THESEWpAEAr'?“ ? CHAETS

THE

SECOBD #- COL -VARIABLE -1 1-10 IOUT
11-20 DT
21-30 TMAX

2 1-10 DIAM11-20 A TEMP.21-30 H
3 1-1C TVBT11-20 CONDC
31-LC' °̂B3

PAEAKETEB5.
DEFINITIONOUTPUT DEVICE NUMBER 6 FOB CYBER 175 AND 23 FOR DECK38b «0O I ! ! c O s ! i j : O O E S S O . S " C “ 1-°  B E  ’

,CC,KTUNNEL DIAKETSa - &LOCAL AIB TEMPERATURE - K LOCAL CONVECTIVE HEAT TRANSFER

DAY

VIRGIN ROCK TEĤiRATURE - K CONDUCTIVITY OF ROCK - J/(S*M*K) DENSITY OF HOCK - KG/K««3 SPECIFIC HEAT OF ROCK - J/(KG*K)
PROGRAM OUTPUT CONSISTS OF A LABELED LISTING OF ALL INPUT
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I

1

52T

i mioc2

msmm&'W'--ETZBSr = 20
(INPUT,1002) TTET,CONDC,n

D (20) , E(2C) , F(2C),N/T.PARAMETZBS INPUT = 20 HEAD (INPUT,1000 BEAD

FORSAI(3FlJ.O)FORMAT(4F10.0)N = 20N1 » K - 1
U&: SI,"/2-°

COMPUTE R ARRAYALPHA=CONDC/(RaOF.»CPR)DE = ALOG(7.d)/(N-1.0)HZ = DT/(DE*DE)?.LN«AL05 (R M))55'!!, 3. s j P l/1 13 (J)=SXP( (J-1.0)•DZ*RLN)

INITIALIZE T FIELD „„ DO 20 J=1,N 20 T (J) * TVRT
EBESIN MAIN ITERATIVE LOOP 5*3 CONTINUEITER = ITER ♦ 1 FORM MATRIX

DO 3C J=1,N1Mi! : ;acsr,MJ|
2 (1) = 3(1) ♦ aE*AA(1)*H(1)*2.0«DE*H/CONDC

coMPUii bDO 40 J=1,S14 3 Ĉ N̂ INÛ *C MODIFY AT BOUNDARY
d |n^, =d^ni| : 2i:wii\j5fli;2-°*“ *H*w s « / cw Dc

c
c
c
c

S3LV2
NNM = 1 NZO = HI

35Ti.-iilV?l5?.<!rasI8c5:“-c-D-E-r-I»
w3PU?iEo6?ia osi^jolnau'oi' tunnel

paiN/yillugjTs11- I'-u » 50 10 5C=
CALL ?5LNT(L (1) , ATL.IP.TVRT, H, CT,TEAX.N,C?S,3KOB,CONDC,
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127C0 128C 7 12900
13K0
1330̂ 1 3400 135C0 1360 0 13700 1 3800 1 3900 14000 14100 142C0 14 300 144 CO
m1 4 7 C 0 14800ISS88
li15500
II???mu
m16500166C016700
ilico

1736017400um
vZe?1790018 0 C 019 100
II!??18400 18 5 0 0 18600 18700 18800 18900

(K2Q) D(NÊ {

END

rjtila)NSN'I * NNK DO 5 I » NHN1,NEC II = 3E3 ♦ NN8 - I
! H , L §l9!: 11
ss'ss'i: Hsrwr"""SjitroE1 F<11 • mii-iki-11 l/Ed!RETURNEND
^ ^ 0TH 5 iPSfNT(H'XT2np'TVBT'H'DT*TnAX'K»CPB'£HCS»v-UNUUf ALrnA# u) nT m pm crriw 1

I! : Elii|:M8V,l̂ IiH:!|

CoHaoi/TAPES/IN^fi^/loa^DATA A/100»1H /, DATA A/100»1H / WRITE HEADINGS ETC.
30C0 WRITE(IOUT,3CC0)FORHA. f 1H1, 15X,3jm.3i.avFi vu.rui 23H TIME J/(a**3*S) VERSUS TIME) DIAM = 5*2.C 5HEHE5GY OUTPUT PER METER**3 PER UNIT,
3:ci 10KTIME STEP*. F1C.C,2H_S,5X,/,
3002
30:3

I S I I l i ' R l P ^ r u s
ENERGY - J/(B**3*S)

2X.8HDE1.'SITY = , J/(S*k*K) ,2X,

13034
30C5

2c:o
10

C SET

WRITE (IOUT,30C3V FORMAT(1HC,tti30H DO 5 I * 1,2s TIHE1=I*DT 7IMS2* (1+25)*DT TIXE3*(1 + 50) *DT
write~(IoutH o?«) ut
FORMAf j jfj*, 20 VĈ

TIME - S))

Q (I) ,TIME 1,Q (1+25) , TIME2,0 (1+50) 
F1C.C))

**3*S))WRITE (IOUT,3({05)FORMAT(1 HI,15HJODLES/(M TOP =0(1)DIV = TOP/40.0 DOT = TOP - DIV ITIME = 1

DO 10 1=1, ICO A(I) = 1H ITIME = ITIME ♦ 1 NEW INTERVAL TOP = DOT



19CC0me?19200 19300
???{3
??«??19BC0199C02coro20109mn
22 % m

IM20900
II
IM21800

DOT 3251N LOOP BOT - DIV
C?iECKLTHEYIHTiivAL4#2)

U0SET M H , * -  'NEW INTERVAL TOP * 307 BOT = BOT - GO TO 30 DIV
A (I7I3B) * 1H* ITIME * ITTME >

C COMPOTE
ITTMEIF (ITIME .LZ • 100) GO TO 20

69 wilTEf2901 FORMAT WRITE(2:92 FORMAT DO 70 ;70
20 93 FORMATSTOPEND

1 * 1 ,  1CI«DT*1C.C

j*1,U ^
ioiIt^ o g s w a :̂

SECONDS)
DAYS)



APPENDIX F

PROGRAM DOUGR.FIO

Program DOUGR.FIO is a DEC 10 or CYBER 175 program written in 

Fortran IV for solving the two-dimensional heat conduction equation to 

obtain the heat addition to a tunnel. Currently, the input-output tapes 

are set for execution on the DEC 10. The partial differential equation 

and boundary conditions which the program solves are found in Chapter 4 

along with a complete description of the physical model for heat conduc

tion to a tunnel. Comment cards at the beginning of the program give 

specific instructions for its use. Typical values for many of the param

eters are found in Appendix H.
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i n n
m n

OC7COccacom
01500C16CC0170001600

HIC2U00
ttttl02700029C0HIC32C0C33C3
i03700C38C00390009000091000920009300C99C009500096000970009800

n m

?59CiC55C0
clocd
f59f0HIC 6 3 0 0

Cccc
cccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccc

PROGRAM DOUGH (INPUT,OUTPUT, TA?S5*i:<PUT,TAPE6*OUT?UT) 
ABSTRACT

PROG«a vi uuuurt. r iu a J OS GIBER 17!THE TRANSFORMED PARTIAL DIFFERENTIAL EQUATION23 T
3E
WHERE

2d T p.St
a ai

T * TEMPERATURE - K E,N = SPACE VARIABLESR * EXP (E) - nI * TIME VARIABLE - S A % THERMAL DIFFUSIVITI - H**2/S SUBJECT TO THE BOUNDARY CONDITIONST * TV ST (VIRGIN ROCK TEMPERATURE) T * TVRT AT E * LN (3 • 5*DIAMETERS) AT I
KBT H*(THALL-AT£M?)
3BE

WHERE K HTWALLATEMP
CONDUCTIVITY OF ROCK

AIE TE3P2BAT02E - K
ADDiT!5s5FI5a5SA5?scSS8?if8BpS aITS A HALP ?LANK SOLDTION' 50 ‘2-dT_ = 3.0 AT N * 0.0 AND PIE.

4N

S S ip i i i iS i i^
THE m,88«tt$kT8 T»ESE1'1aI»!-.1.tIeS?H*5ISRECORD * 1 • COL - VARIABLE 1-10 loot

11-20 DT
21-30 TMAX

DEFINITIONOUTPUT DEVICE NUSBER6 FOE CYBER 175 AND 23 FOR DEC 10
p , M T E c 5 sBif0Srs5.s"0U1° B£ ' 
i655»t£5I?M.“te.5? -LE- ’̂ • D’

DAY
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C 6 U C 00 6 5 r cC 6 6 C 00 6 7 C 0C 6 8 C 0C 6 9 C 0???s?
0 7 * 0 00 7 5 0 0C 7 6 C 30 7 7 C 0C 7 8 0 C0 7 9 0 0C 8 0 0 0C81C0
8§???C S U C OC B 5 C 0
C 8 7 C 0C 8 8 C 0
0 9 1 0 08118?
ciscoC9fi00C 9 7 C 0C 9 8 C 0099C01CCC9

?82881 0 5 0 01C6C01 C 7 0 01 0 8 0 01 0 9 0 0
11100

\ mnuoo 11 S C O  1 1 6 C C  1 1 7 0 0
I1?!??
w12300
U ' s K1 2 6 C 0

c 2 1-10 DIASc 11-20 AT2KPc 21-30 Hcc 3 1-10 TVRTc 11-20 CONDCc 21-30 HKOBc 31-40 C?R

TUNNEL EIAK2TEB - K LOCAL AI5 TEMPERATURE - K LOCAL CONVECTIVE SEAT TRANSFER COEFFICIENT - J/(S«S*«2*K)VIRGIN ROCK TEMPERATURE - K CONDUCTIVITY OF ROCK - J/(S*K»K) DENSITY OF ROCK - KU/M**3 SPECIFIC HEAT OF ROCK - J/(KG*K)

„ DIMENSION

1001 I OC 2

U M E m O N  ^2°, , 5(20), C(20), 0(20), E(20). 
COMMoS/fAPES/INPUT,IOUT

D“- «'2Ci-»» i=»i”'883̂0IwsISiliiiff’ 120•251INPUT = 20

•5»°iT|ii?:2n2'.or'8T'c°KDC-M C 6 '“ 5FORMATj3Fl0.0)FORMAT(KFIO.O)
3: ??

eMP"i3»SsF?^5iR8Jif?!
PIE = «.0*ATAK(1.0)
M2 * M - 2 N1 = N - 1 
N2 = M - 2
& ‘.f55«s * ’•o'
8!2-.,D:5iE”,I/ C)) / (s - 1.0)
RE = DT/DE2 HN * DT/DN2ALPHA = THERMAL DIFFUSIVITY

INITIALIZE THE TEMPERATURE FIELD TO TVRT DO 20 I = 1,M DO 20 J * 1,M
22 38f?ils? ■ 1,11
ENTER MAIN LOOP „„ ITER = 0 503 CONTINUEITER = ITER ♦ 1
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127CS 128C0 129C0 130 CO
11
13900mcco141 CO142 00 143C0 14400 145C0 14600 1 47 CO 14BC0 14900 15000iiiHiss157CCm1610CU2C016JC0164C0
isias
ni??16 9 C 0
17 ICO 17200 173C0 17400
178C0 
1 8CdO
1S3E?
ilufco
187C01880018 9 C 0

LOAD THE 32W T FIELD INTO THE OLD T FIELD
DO 50 J = l'i

50 =SOLVE THE I SOWS HBEGN s 1SOLVẐ TKÊ FiaST.503
SET OP THE MATRICESDO 100 J * K3EGN,N1 A (J) « -S5*AA(J)3(J) « 1.C*2.d«RE*AA(J)

MODIFY A? THE BOUNDARY

C
C

B M | = 1 tg *2 .0 * f iE *A A (1 )  ♦BE*AA(1) »R(1) *2 .C*DE’»HEFF/CONDC

DO 110 J TNEW (I, J) NBE3N,N1
SOLVE THE MIDDLE P.ojs „ DO 14C I = 2.M1 SET OP THE MATRICES A,B AND C REMAIN THE SAME DO 120 J = NBEGN.N1
1202 CONTia$EaN*AMJ,eT01D(i"1'J) MODIFY AT THE BOUNDARY

OLD (I,J)

"SlvIjnbegn.ni,A.a,TEMPERATURE FIELDA ,3 ,C ,D ,E ,F ,T T )
SOLVECALL S UPDATE THE '
SOLVE THE LAST SOW I = MSET UP THE MATRICES A,3 AND C REMAIN THE SAME DO 150 J « NBEGH.N1 D(J) = (1.C-2.0*RN«AA(J) ) *TOLD(I,J)
i»' coma.: -toldMODIFY AT THE BOUNDARY
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19000 19100 19200 19300 19400 19500 1960Q 1970C 19800 199C0 20000 20100 20200 20 3 00 20400
I I2090021CC0
21100
21200213002140021500
21765
il1980C=°22003
22100urn224C0
Hi223C02290C
233C0234C0m
in??24000 241 CO 24200 2 4 3 C 0 24400 245CC 246C0 2 4 7 C 0 24800 2 4 9 C 0
i m25290

S0LV3 THE J HOWS S3EGN « 1 DO 190 J =1,N1 SET U? THE KATHICES
A (I) = -HN*AAfJ)
! 1 :D ll) * TNSW1

1

DO 170 I
m  : -jiiD(l( = T6EV(I,

:hoe
Illil= TNEW(M,
HE SOUND 2.0»C (1, 2. C*A (K) OUATIONS OLVE(KBECmm mm m mm

COHTIHDBS{5‘
sk

- EN*AA (J)»TOLD(I*1,J)

bJM o cLLg^;3fJ)- 2.0«HN*AA ♦ 2.0*EN*AA

1

MODIFY AT THE SOUNDASY CM, . 2.9-C,,,
S3LVZ THE S _ _
U?DATiA^ E ' ^ p Ê 'AB|PF-FhE6C'D'E'F'TI>

i118THE ITERATION IS NOW COMPLETE ESTIMATE THE HEAT THANSFEKHED TO THE FLUID CALL QHEAT(ITEH,ATEEP)IF(ITERJDT .LT. IRAX) GO TO 500Sf DtiiP™LtR (1) «ATZ3P,TVHT,HEFF,DT,TaAX,N,CPH,PHOa,STOP ,ti°aT ENDSUBROUTINE QHEAT(ITER.ATEMP)
“ 2CI- “ 12,1COMXON/HEAT/O(20).0001(100)

TOTAL * 0.05oT10 I 20aiL * 0'5*HEFF*(TNEW(1,1) - ATEMP)

RETOSH™'- * OOOT(ITEII)*2.0/B(1)END
|!SSSs!!dar!«l?f WjFf hUHl

ATEMP)P)ATEMP

I (nnIj) *3V(|,’NN)
m nDO 5 I S(I) =

D(NNN)NNK ♦ 1 NNK1,SEC A (I)3(1) - C(I-1)/E(I-1)

CONDC,
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253CC
2550025bC0m26CC0
262C026300
265CC
III8826800
m i271CCPi275C027600277C027800i23««II35328300 28400 28 500 28600 267C0 28800 26900 29000 29100
ilico294C0295002960029700298C0299003000030 00
#
3C800
m31100
31 SCO

yitial111 - MI,.F,1-1,

S?COiiTlilJE 1 r<111 * Cim-TTIII.1) )/E (II)aSTURNENDSUBROUTINE PRINT (R, ATE2P,??BT, H, DT, TKAX, N,C?P.,uHOR,CONDC.ALPHA,Q)DIMENSION A(ICO),0(100) CUKMON/TAPES/IN PUT,IOUTDATA A/100*1H / WRITE HEADINGS ETC.
30001 DIAM * 3*2.0
3001

3002
30:3 Wr.ITE (IODT, FOKKAT(IHO.a(30 5 Z = 1,25 riKE1=I*DT TIME2= (1 + 25)■DT TI%E3=(:+5C(*DT ri3E4=(1+75)"DT

VTTY='ziL9,6H fl*.1/S) 
I«J33K ENERGY - J/(M«J/(M*»3»S) TIMS

13004
3005

2000
10

•TI"=’ ■ClI*25> .TI-.F2.Q(I.5C). 
FORXAt(1H1,15HJ00LES/(R**3*S))
52?: m > o . o30T * TOP - DIV ITIME * 1

1, 100DO 10 .A(I) = 1H ITIhE = ITIME > 1C SET NEW INTERVAL TOP * SOT
c assi/JSo? 507 -
30 IF (ENRGY .GE. 30T) GO TO 50

T0?- ,AlI|-:4) A (I) = 1H C SET XEw INTERVAL TOP » BOX
1=1,IOC)



jl7C0
II1̂
m i

32600
32800
J3?f8J31C0m

50T « BOX - DIV GO TO 3j A (ITIME) * 1H* ITIflE = ITIKS +
COMPU 
60

20C1
20C2
70

2003

DO 60"l=l7lC A (1) = 1*61*10.0 A ^ ' 1CC)
wlii'Efiout.^ooir

A(I) % A(i)/86400.0WRITE (IOUT, 20C3) (A (I) .1*1.10)FORKAf<1H ,101,280;,l6(il6.0),10HEND

SECONDS)
DAYS)



APPENDIX G

SAMPLE OUTPUT FROM PROGRAM IMPLT.F10 
(OR PROGRAM DOUGR.FIO) FOR COMPARISONS WITH 

PUBLISHED WORK OF STARFIELD (1966)
AND CARSLAW AND JAEGER (1959)

Figure G.l is a sample output from program IMPLT.F10. The top 

of the output contains the values of all parameters used in the computa

tions including thermal rock properties, time step, and time limit. The 

figure shows the computed results for the energy addition to a tunnel at 

a point versus time. Fluid temperature at the point in question is held 

constant at 280.0°K. Next these values are displayed in a line printer 

plot of energy addition versus time. As the tunnel wall cools, the en

ergy addition to the fluid decreases as expected.

The results of this test can be compared with the published 

works of Starfield (1966) and Carslaw and Jaeger (1959). Table G.l 

shows the results of these comparisons at four different times. From 

the heat addition calculated by this program, the wall temperature (Tw)

is back-calculated according to eq. 4.14 and 4.15 in the text. Next,
odimensionless time is computed as 4at/D where a is the thermal diffu- 

2sivity (m /s), t is the time (s), and D is the tunnel diameter (m). A 

Nusselt number is then calculated as HD/2k where H is the heat transfer 

coefficient and k is the conductivity of rock. The values of these 

parameters are the same as those in the sample output, Figure G.l. The 

wall temperature (Tw) is then estimated from both published works.
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• .Ff.71*2mi-ofc n«n/?
1NIF6T - Jf |M$*3»SI fin£ - S tNFFftr - J/M**l

lih ,?S§SS:10?. 180000.
V,: itooSo:b». 4)0000.86. 540000.W2I8?:810000.sqts:080600.

u m :353000. 440060.

il:f 5 ioocol 6?0000.

'IV. IK U p! " i#lr##,5i! USJoSoilM,,GT06. 24300C0. 50. 4680000.04. 2520000. * ■’ ^

fh i s«: K K IW :63. 3060000,M* M?uooo.

«: ?«»K:01. 2250000.

____01. 1(00000.i : »!t388:(1. 36(0000.18: m g :  
Vs: i«88M: 
IV. Uieo888:40. 4400000.

0. 4680000.:I: i»88,l?:
li: 5828888:
II: HISS:I; 5588888:57. 5580000.?$: li{88?8:51. 5850000.58: '28;8888:>6. *UOOC«.12: tumt:J8: £288888:
1!; SffiS:

- Itltoooo!iiiouua.
WWSSS:1128888:!’?oo88:ntoooo,1)28888:SSSSS:*010000.iliouoii.8)88888:0 70000 .

IS:
IS:0000000.

Figure G.l Sample Output from Program IMPLT.F10 (or Program DOUGR.FIO)



Table G.l. Comparisons of Program IMPLT.F10 Results with Published Work.

t - (s) q J
+ ATEMP

4 t
T ° ^

Starfleld
F(r,h)

(1966)
Tw

Carslaw and Jaeger (1959) 
F(x,h) Tws -

1.8E5 102 305.5 0.156 1.0 .723 305.3 .74 305.9

1.8E6 70 297.5 1.561 1.0 .501 297.5 .50 297.5

3.6E6 61 295.3 3.121 1.0 .439 295.3 .44 295.4

7.2E6 55 293.8 6.242 1.0 .391 293.7 .39 293.7
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Comparing the values of wall temperature at the four different time 

levels shows that they are all in close agreement and within the limits 

of any interpolation error. It is concluded that the computer programs 

presented are functioning correctly according to this test.



APPENDIX H

COMPILED ROCK PROPERTY DATA

The following chart was prepared in order to familiarize the 

user with typical values of the required rock property parameters. The 

data is taken from various sources, including Baumeister (1967), Clark 

(1966), Kothandaraman and Subramanyan (1975), and Eckert and Drake (1972). 

These parameters are necessary in order to predict the heat flux from 

the wallrock. It is not meant as a substitute for field measurements or 

for the excellent works of Clark (1966).

The specific heat (Cp) for rock is fairly constant around

900 Kg°K + 20% or so. The conductivity (k) of rock exhibits considerable

variation. Values are from 0.2 to 4.6 — iIq—  , but variations on thes-m K
order of 100% or more are typical for any particular rock type. In spite 

of the tremendous variation in k, the thermal diffusivity (a = —k_) ap-
, 2 pCp

pears much more constant for most rocks at about 10 nr/s. *
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Substance
Basalt

Coal

Concrete

Dolomite

Gneiss

Granite

Limestone

Marble

Sandstone

Water @ 20°C

Air 0 20°C

»

145

k(^ i cK) "(?->
835 2900 2.10 0.867 E-6

1255 1300 0.186 0.114 E-6

653 2300 1.279 0.851 E-6

929 2700 4.61 1.84 E-6
753 2740 3.06 1.48 E—6

816 2610 3.30 1.55 E-6

908 2540 2.51 1.09 E-6

879 2760 2.50 1.03 E-6

920 2320 1.97 0.923 E-6
4178 1000 0.5978 0.1431 E—6

1004 1.2047 0.02593 2.141 E-6



APPENDIX I

COMBINED USAGE OF THE HEAT CONDUCTION 
AND FLUID MECHANICS PROGRAMS.

This appendix contains the computer results from tests made in 

order to determine the significance of systematic variations of fluid 

temperature with time as a tunnel is advanced. The hypothetical tunnel

ing job posed for research purposes is discussed in Chapter 5. Assumed 

initial conditions and thermal rock properties are given in Chapter 5. 

Figures 1.1 through 1.8 are plots of the heat addition versus age of an 

airway for these assumed properties and various values of constant air 

temperature. Three test cases are construed for this tunneling job. In 

the first case, the extension of the tunnel was simulated in ten steps. 

The systematic changes in fluid temperature at a point can then be ob

served, and future estimates of the heat addition at that point can 

take these changes into account by using an average value of fluid tem

perature and age to estimate the current heat addition at that point.

In the second case, current upstream temperature and age are used to 

estimate the current heat addition to the fluid at a point. No attempt 

is made to include the effect of any past changes in fluid temperature 

on that estimate. In the third case, the entering fluid temperature at 

the beginning of the tunnel is always used to estimate the heat addi

tion. Age, too, is included. Figure 1.9 is a typical input file for 

these tests. Figures I.10 through 1.19 are the results of the ten
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simulations of a tunnel extension. Figure 1.20 is the result of test 

case 2 and Figure 1.21 is the result of test case 3.
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Figure I. . Heat Addition versus Age of an Airway When the Fluid Temperature is 291°K.
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Figure I.
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TYPE F0R21.MAT
10 0,1000 3.0101325.0 285.00 0.51 20.0 0.02 20.0 0.03 20.0 0.04 . 20.0 0.05 20.0 0.0
6 20.0 0.07 20.0 0.08 20.0 0.09 20.0 0.010 20.0 0.0

Figure 1.9. Typical Input File for the Three Test Cases to Determine the Significance of 
Systematic Changes in Fluid Temperature on Temperature Prediction.
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IfX FLUID.RELFRKr45.REL LINN! Loadin'!
CLNKXCf FLUID execution]H’* 4.234 J/(M*1c2*S*K) ATEMR= 285.00000 K
NOW TYNE IN Q. »10.0 
70.0 S1UP .
r.Nn or e m .curio n
CPU 1 IMF:: O.ll ELAPSED TIME! 0.33i.x i r
. 1 1 r l .  F 0 K 2 2 .1 IA T
MUMPER or SEGMENTS IN BRANCH = 1

NSLUS x nx0 0. 0.
1 20 . 20.

F= 0.100 D» 3.0
DZ ' PRESS ATEMP
0. 101325.00000 285.00000
0. 101324.09700 287.50904

Figure 1.10 Test Case 1, 20 m of Tunnel Complete

VELOC0.50000
0,50440

RHO n H 1.23051 0.000 0.000 
1.22770 70.000 4.234

IFLASJ
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EX FLUID.REL,RKr45.REL LINKS Lomtind l LNKXCT FLU I ti Execution]
M* 1.Z34 J/(M*«2tStK) ATEMP=» 205.00000 K 
n o u  T ’t r i :  i n  n .  n o . o50.0
M~ 4.2.M J/(M**2*S*K) ATEMP= 206.06567 K 
NOW TYPE IN Dr F10.072.0 
STOP
< ,N!i OF r.xmirioNrpt.i TIME: 0.16 EXIT ELAPSEDTIME: 15.42
• TYPE Fl1R72.liArNunm-'R ur slonf.nts inBRANCH « 2 .F» 0.100 D” 3.0N‘JEOG X nx DZ PRESS ATEMP0 0. 0. 0. 101325.00000 205.000001 20. 20. 0. 101324.87600 206.865672 40. 20. 0. 101324.77100 209.18170

Figure I.11. Test Case 1, 40 m of Tunnel Complete.

VELOC RHO a H I FLAG
0.50000 1.23851 0.000 0.000 1.
0.50327 1.23045 58.000 4.234 2
0.50734 1.22060 72.000 4.234 2



EX rLUin.RELfRKr45.REL 
L IN K !  LocirUn*!
CLNKXCT flUIO Excrution] H-- 4.:,34
NOW TYPE IN  ( If  E IO .O
M  .0
H 4.234
NOW T'iPi: IN Or F10.0 54.0

4.2.54 J/(Mt*2*r,*K) 
NOW TYPE IN  Of F IO .O  AV.t.
51 UP

ATEMP= 235.00000 K

ATEMP= 206.64030 K

ATEMP- 200.37750 K

FND nr EXECUTION
CPU TIME: 0.19 ELAPSED TIME: 37.65
i xi r
. nrc M1R22.DAT
MUMPER Or SEOMENTS IN BRANCH ■* 3 F« 0.100 ]

NSEIV3 X DX DZ PRESS
0 0. 0. 0. 101325.00000
1 20. 20. 0. 101324.89700
2 40. 20. 0. 101324.79200
3 AO. 20. 0. 101324.60700

Figure 1.12. Test Case 1, 60 m of Tunnel

3.0
ATEMP

205.00000
206.64050
280.37750
290.54077

Complete.

VELOC RHO n H IFLA5
0.50000 1.23051 0.000 0.000 10.50280 1.23142 51.000 4.234 2
0.50593 1.22400 51.000 4.234 2
0.50774 1.21485 67.500 4.224 2



EX FLUIU.REL fRKF45.REL 
LINK? Loadin'! 
ri.NNXCT FLU IH l>:ocMt.ion3

4.234
NOW m>L* IN Of F10.0
46.0
M - 4.234 J/ <M**2*!J*K)
NOW TYPE IN II, F10.047.5
IP 4.231
NOW TYPE JN U, FtO.O51.0
H-- 4.234 J/(M*f2*n*K)
NOW TYPE IN Or F10.0
64.5 
5 TOP

ATEMP« 205.00000 K 

ATEMP« 206.47966 K 

ATEHP« 208.00757 K 

ATEMP= 289.64006 K

ENU OF EXLUUriUiN
CPU TIME: 0.22
r v t t

I TIME: 3:58.17

.TYPE rON22.PAT
NUMIM’.R OF OCIJMENTS IN BRANCH =* 4 f- o.ioo n» 3.0

NOLltO X DX PZ PRESS ATEMP
0 0. 0. 0. 101325.00000 205.00000
1 20. 20. 0. 101324.89700 286.47966
2 40. 20. 0. 101324.79400 200.00757
3 60. 70. 0. 101324.60900 209.64006
4 00. 20. 0. 101324.50400 291.72203

Figure 1.13. Test Case 1, 80 m of Tunnel Complete

VELOC RHQ 0 H I FLAG
0.50000 1.23051 0.000 0.000 1
0.50260 1.23211 46.000 4.234 2
0.50520 1.22557 47.500 4.234 2
0.50016 1.21863 51.000 4.234 2
0.51180 1.20996 64.500 4.234 2
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CX rLUin.RnLfRKr45.RELLINKi LoaUind
CLNKXCT FLUID Execution]
M-. 4.2:31 J/(M**2*S*K)
NOW TYPE IN Of FI0.044.011= 4.2.X4
NOW TYPE IN Of riO.O
43.0
U -• 4.234 J/(r.t*2*:vtK>
NHU TYPE IN O. F10.0
45.0
>l:t 4.234 J/(Mtt2tS*K) 
NOW TYPE IN Of riO.O
40.0

4.234 J/(Mf+2*i; + K)
Nnu type: in n, no.o
4*1
STOP

ATEMP= 283.00000 K 

ATEMP= 286.41532 K 

ATENP-r 287.82421 K 

ATEMP= 209.27169 K 

ATEMP» 290.81540 K

KN1» PI EXECIJI ION
C'-ti TihE? 0.23 LLAE>GCD TIME: 8:30.57 EXJ I
.TYPE F0f<22.DAT
NUMttLN OK OKOhENTS IN BRANCH - 

NOE 88 X BX0 0. 0.
1 2 0 . 2 0 .2 40. 20.
3 40. 20.4 HO. 20.
5 100. 20.

DZ
F» 0,100 D*

PRESS
3.0

ATEMP
0, 101325.00000 285.00000
0. 101324.09700 206.415320. 101324.79200 207.02421
0. 101324.60700 209.271690. 101324.50200 290.01540
0. 101324.47400 292.79394

Figure 1.14 Test Case 1 100 m of Tunnel Complete

VELOC RHO U H TFLAO
0.50000 1.23051 0.000 0.000 f
0.50240 1.23239 44.000 4.734 7
0.50496 1.27635 43.800 4.734 2
0.50750 1.22072 45.000 4.214 2
0.51071 1.213/4 48.000 4.734 7
0.51340 1.20551 41.500 4.234 7



EX FLU ID. REL • RKF45 • rx'ilL LINK! LoodinU 
CLNKXCT FLUID Excculion]H« 4.234 .j/(M«*?*S*K> 
Nt)U TYPE IN U» F10.042.0
H- 4.234 J/(M**?*S*K> 
NOW TYPE IN 0. FI0.0
42.0M = 4.234
NOW TYPE IN fl» F10.0 
4 1 .S
H3 4.234 J/(H**2*R*K>
NOW TYPE IN 0* F10.0
43.0
M- 4.234 J/(M**2*StK) 
NOW TYPE IN 0, FI0.0 
4 A. 5IP- 4.234
NOW TYPE IN Of FI0.0
2.V.0
STOP

ATEMP- 283.00000 K 

ATEMP= 286.35098 K 

ATEHP« 287.70196 K 

ATEHP- 289.03686 K 

ATEMR- 290.42001 K 

A TEMP** 291.91575 K

END OF EXECUTION
CPU TIME: 0.29 ELAPSED TIME: 4:34.65IX I T
.type nm.v.’.DAT
NIIMDCP OF SFOMFNTS IN PRANCH «

N0UV3 X DX
0 0. O'.
1 20. 20.
2 40. 20.3 60, 20.4 00. 20.
5 100. 20.
A 120. 20.

DZ
F* 0.100 P»

PRESS
3.0

ATEMP
0. 101325.00000 285.00000
0. 101324.87600 286.350980. 101324.79100 287.701960. 101324.60600 209.036860. 101324.58000 290.420010. 101324.47400 291.913750. 101324.36700 293.81339

Figure 1.15. Test Case 1, 120 m of Tunnel Complete

VELOC RIIO n H I FLAG
0.50000 1.23851 0.000 0.000 1
0.50237 1.23266 42.000 4.234 20.50474 1.22687 42.000 4.2 14 2
0.50708 1.22121 41.500 4.234 20.50731 1.21539 43.000 4.234 20.51214 1.20916 46.500 4.234 20.51547 1.20135 57.000 4.234 2



L ri M u ’ 1k W < W F* S ' « EL
CL.VKXCT FLUID execution]II* 4.:':(4 ATEMP» 205.00000 K
NOW TVPc TN Qr F10.0
40.0

4.231 J/CN» + 2*t?*K) NOW IUL IN 0. F10.0
Hr 4.234 J/(Mt*2tS*K>
nou rvf i: in cn no.o
M- 4,234 J/(Mi*2*5*10 
NOW TYPE IN Ot HO.O 3 V. S
M - 4.234 J/(Mi*2*5*K)
Now rvir in ti. f to.o
41.0
H= 4.234 J/(M**2*S*K)
now nn: in o . f i o .o
44.0
H« 4.234 J/(Nt*2tL>*K)
now nrr in y. f i o .o
56.0 
STOP

ATFMP= 206.20664 K 

ATEMP” 287.55721 K 

ATEMP* 200.82777 K 

ATEMP= 290,09833 K 

ATEMP= 291.41714 K 

ATEMP* 292.83243 K

END OF EXECUTION
(I II Uh!.: 0.20 ELAPSED TIME: 0:11,75 
EXIT
.TYPE FUN72.DAT
NUMNEN OF SEOMENTS IN BRANCH « 7

MSI OS X UX
0 0. 0.
1 20. 20.2* 40. 20.3 60. 20.
1 00. 20.
r. ) 00. 20.6 120. 20.
7 140. 20.

BZ
F» 0.100 li»

PRESS
3.0

ATEMP
0. 101323.00000 205.00000
0. 101324,89600 206,206640. 101324.79100 207.537210. 101324.60600 200.027770. 101324.50000 290.070330. 101324•47300 291.417140. 101324.36000 292.032450. 101324.26200 294.6337?

. Test Case 1,Figure 1.16 140 m of Tunnel Complete

VELOO RHO 0 H IF 1.600.50000 1.23031 0.000 0,000 10.50226 1.23774 40.000 4.734 20.30449 1.7274V 37.500 4.234 20.50672 1.22709 37.500 4.234 70.50093 1.71674 39.500 4.234 20.51126 J.71123 41.000 4.734 2
0.51374 1.20537 44.000 4.234 20.51691 1.19000 56,000 4.234 7
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CX F LU I n. IxEL • RKF45 • REL LINK? ie.*Uiri«j 
ILNKXCr FLUID Execution] 
M« 4.LM4 J/(M*t2t5*K) 
NOU TYF'C IN Of 1-1 V.O .?s’.0
H ' 1.234 J/<M**2t%*K)
NOW mi* IN Of K10.038.0
H= 1.r.M4
Ki>u n re . in u . no.o38.<>
II-- 4.231 J/(hi*2tS*K)
NUIl r>FL* IM Of no.o
3U.0

1.214 .t/(fif*:>An*K) 
NOW 1 Yf K IN Of no.o 
1:1.0
H= 4.r34 J/(ht*2*S*K) 
NOW nFL IN 0. l 10.o 
3^.0
F*« 4.234 .F/<M>H2>r*tK)
now nrr. in ii» rto.o
4 2.0

4.234 J/(h11/2F!3*K>
Now nM: in 0. Fto.o
1.4.0 NT ON
END OF F.vrCUriON cpu i imi : 0.31 
I M  T

ATCUP=* 285.00000 K 

OTEMP= 206.25448 K 

OTEMP* 207.47677 K 

OlEilfr 200.67710 K 

OTrMP== 209.72141 K 

0!EMP» 271.14371 K 

ATLMPa 272.37017 K 

ATEHPr 273.74716 K

ELAPSED TIME: 10:4,20

. I Y H  F Urv22 . DA 1
NUhl l.R U! Nl.OMEN TO IN PKANCtl « 0

Nsrr.r. X DX DZ
0 0. 0. 0.
i 20. 20. 0.
2 40. 20. 0.
3 60. 20. 0.4 NO. 20. 0.
5 100. 20. 0.
6 120. 20. 0.
7 140. 70. 0.
0 160. 20, 0.

' 0.100 D" 3.0
PRESS ATEMP VELOC

101325.00000 203,00000 0.50000101324.07600 206.2544U 0.50230
101324.77100 207.4767? 0.50435
101324.60/00 200.67710 0.50649101324.SO100 207.72141 0.50064101324.47600 271.14371 0.51070
101324.37000 272.37017 0.51290101324.26400 293.74716 0.51535101324.15700 295.40616 0.51040

KUO' (1 0 jri.An
1.23051 0.000 0.000 11.23300 37.000 4,224 7
1.72/04 50.000 4.254 7
1.22264 30.000 4.731 ;>
1.21740 30.000 4.254 7
1.21737 30.000 4.254 21.20716 37.OOO 4.7.7.4 2
1.20161 42.000 4.234 2
1.17455 54.000 4.234 2

Figure 1.17. Test Case 1, 160 m of Tunnel Complete.
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ffX n. UIII. RF.l., Fx-KF45. RCL LINN? Ln.ulmn 
ILNNXCr rmiP execution]
II- 4.734 J/(htt2*i3tK> 
NOW * YU IN 0. f 10.0 
30.0

ATCMP* 205.00000

H- 4.234 .l/<MtT?.t‘3*K) 
NOW TYPE IN (}• r 1.0.0 
37.0

OTEMP» 206.22231

II- 4.234 J/(Mlc4:2tf>TK) NOW TYPE IN 1), 1 10,0 
36.0

• ATEM2= 207.41245

M- >.234 Jy(N*x2tlitK) 
NOW TYPE IN Of F10.0 
36,0

A1EMP* 288.57042

H“ 4.234 J/(MT42K<;tK)
n o w nri; iN rit rto.o
3A .0

A1EMP« 209.7283?

II” 4.234 J/(MiT2iStK) 
NOW 1YI E IN 11. 1 10.0 
3A.0

ATEMP=» 290.80636

M= 4.234
NOW nil IN II. 1 10.0 
3 /. 0

ATEMP» 292.04433

N 4.7:,i .l.'UltVJVJtK)
NON lilt: IN Of Ft0.0 
41.0

ATCUP" 293.23447

M* 4.734 t?*r.TK)
NOW nil. IN Of MO.O

ATEMP« 294.55328
tl L*. 0

K

K

K

K

K

K

K

K

K

UlU Uh EXECU 11CN
ri n TtMi •. o .?a r L.M'r.cn t i m e: 0:19.20 
Fxn
# i r;c rr.iR.?;MiAT
MUMMER Ilf KLCMCNrS? IN NOLUO X nPx’ANCH » 

UX 9 DZ r« 0.100 0*PRESS
3.0

ATEMP VELOC0 0. 0. 0. 101325.00000 205.00000 0.500001 20. 20. 0. 101324.87600 206.22231 0.302142 40, 20. 0. 101324.79100 207.41245 0.504233 60, 20. 0. 101324.68700 200.57012 0.5062/4 80. 20. 0. 101324.51:200 289.72039 0.50030
5 100. 20. 0. 101324.4/600 270.00636 0.510336 170. 20. 0. 101324.36900 292.04433 0.51236
7 140. 20. 0. 101324.26300 293.23447 0.51*143
0 160. 20. 0. 101324.15600 294.55320 0.516/6
9 180. 20. 0. 101324.04000 296.22594 0.51970

Kilo n
i»2.5or,t 0.00030,0001.2201i 37.0001.223IU .5A.OOO1.211127 3/, .0001.2134 1
1.200/,3 3/,. <>00
1.20372 37.000
1.17033 41.000
1.17ir;/, '32.000

m irtr.f?
0.009 1
4.234 24.231 24.734 7
4.7344.234
4.234 7
4.734 2
4.234 2
4.234

Figure 1.18. Test Case 1, 180 m of Tunnel Complete.
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LX FLlH[i.RCL-RKF45.r<EL 
L IN K  * l.c iod in iJ  
CLNKXCf FLUID Execution]H= -1.234 .l/(H**2*niK) 
NOU TYPE IN Uf F10.0 
37. v'
M- 4.234 J/(Mt*2tS*K) NOU rvi c IN tlr P 10.03.4.0II-- 4.234
NCU TYPE IN Of FIO.O 
3r,.o
II- 4.234 JZ<M*i2*V»*K) 
NOW TYPE IN Of P-10.033.0
II* 4.234 J/(M**2tr3tK>
nou m  i. in Of t 10.034.2/
H - 4.234 J/(N*42*!3*K)
NOW TYPE IN fl• •FIO.O
34.0
Hr 4.234 +
NOW 1YPE IN Of P10.0 
33.
IM 4.234 J/(M*t2tStK) 
NOW TYPE IN Of P10.0 3.s,5
I.-- 1.234 J/(M*t2*StK)
NOW TH E IN Of I 10.0 
311. t;
l«s 4.234 J/(Mt)T2*S*K> NOW TYPE IN 0* FIO.O
0 I 01 •

ATEMP* 205.00000 K 

ATEMP= 286,19014 K 

ATEMP« 207.34011 K 

ATEMP* 208.47392 K 

ATFMP= 207.63109 K 

ATEMP* 290.74161 K 

AFEMP= 291.03524 K 

ATEMP» 293.00930 K 

ATCMP= 294.10335 K 

ATEMP= 295.42174 K

END OF EXECUTION
cpu t i m e: 0.36 r:LAP>oi:D t i m e: 9:45.35
EXIT
. TYPE rUR22.r»AI .
NUMVER OF SECMENrS IN BRANCH = 10 F« 0.100 D» 3.0

MSECS X DX DZ PRESS ATEMP VELOC RHO 0 H IP LAG0 0. 0. 0. 101325.00000 205.00000 0.50000 1.23051 0.000 0.000 11 20. 20. 0. 101324.09700 2fJ6.1?014 0.59209 1.23336 37.000 4.234 72 40. 20. 0. 101324,79200 207.34011 0.50412 1.22039 36.000 4.234 :>3 60. 20. 0. 101324.60000 200.47392 0.50610 1.27359 35.000 4.234 74 80. 20. 0. 101324.50300 209.63109 0.50013 1.21070 36.000 4.721 :»
5 100. 20. 0. 101324.47000 290.74161 0.51000 1.21404 34.500 4.234 26 120. 20. 0. 101324.37100 291.03524 0.51199 1.20947 34.000 4.234 2
7 140. 20. 0. 101324.26500 293.00930 0.51 106 1.20465 36.500 4.234 28 160. 20. 0. 101324.15700 294,10335 0.51612 1.19704 36.500 4.234 29 100. 20. 0. 101324.05000 295.42174 0.51029 1.19401 30.500 4.234 210 200. 20. 0. 101323.94100 297.03007 0.52111 1.10034 50.000 4.734 2

Figure 1.19. Test Case 1, 200 m of Tunnel Complete. 166



rx  rL u in .R rL tkK r-ts .R ELLINK! l.orvlimi 
CLNKXCT H  UIU Execution] 
H= 4.234 J/(M**2*5*K) 
NOW TYPC IN Qf riO.0 .17.0
H= 4.234 J/< M**2*£*#K)
Now ivn: in o. no.ois.t;
H* 4.211 J/<M*1i2*BtK>
now m r  in u. no.o!',.5M- 4.234 J/(M**2t5*K) 
NOW TYPE IN Or riO.O 
3:*. 5
H- 4.234 J/(M*t2*StK) 
NOW TYPE IN Of 110.0 
3",.0
H - 4.214 J/(Mft2tStK)
NOW I M E IN 0. f l0.0
.?:>.o
IM 4.234 Jz#(MK*2*S*K) 
NOW TM E IN 0. riO.O
H 4.224 J/aiM2VJtN)
Now mi: in u. no.o 
3 * • 0
N* 4.234 +
Now rvri:  i n  o . n o . o2i>.r,

4.214 J /<Mtlc2t'3tK) NOW TYPE IN Uf FIO.O
51.0
5? KIP

ATEMP= 205.00000 K 

ATEMP= 286.19014 K 

ATEMP« 287.36420 K 

ATEMP» 288.50608 K 

AiEMPn 289.64797 K 

ATEMP* 270.77377 K 

A1ENP» 291.09958 K 

ATCMP« 293.04146 K 

ATEMP« 294.23160 K 

ATEMPe 293.50216 K

rno nr execution
CPU Tint.: 0.35 ELAPSED TIME: 2:24.23 EXIT
.TYPE mR22.DAT
NUMBER UP SEGMENTS IN BRANCH » 10 F» 0.100 D« 3.0NSEGS X DX DZ PRESS ATEMP VEEOC RIIO n

0 0. 0. 0. 101325.00000 285.00000 0.50000 1.23851 0.000
1 20. 20. 0. 101324.09700 286.19014 0,50209 1.23336 37.000
2 40. 20. 0, 101324.79200 207.36420 0.50413 1.22832 36.500

’ 3 60. 20. 0. 101324.60000 208.50608 0.50615 1.22345 35,500
4 IV>. 20. 0. 101324.58300 289.64797 0.50816 1.21863 35.500
5 ICO. 20. 0. 101324.47700 290.7/377 0.51013 1.21391 35.000
6 120. 20. 0. 101324.37000 291.89958 0.51211 1.20923 35.000
7 140. 20. 0. 101324.26400 293.04146 0.51411 1.20451 35.5000 160. 20. 0. 10)324.15600 294,23160 . 0.51620 1.17964 37.0009 180. 20. 0. 101324.04900 295.50216 0.51843 1.19448 39.500

10 200. 20. 0. 101323.94000 297.14265 0.52131 1.18789 5).000

H0.0004.234
4.234
4.2344.234 
4.214
4.234
4.234
4.2344.234
4.234

Figure 1.20. Test Case 2, Current Upstream Temperature and Age only Used to 
Estimate Current Heat Addition at a Point.
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.f/ rtuir*. . f'KFrj.f:r:LL INK ! Ln.îzivl
ri NNXCT F UJ/M rx'fculTun]h- 4.:>:*m
f in-J TYPE IN Ur PI 0.0
37.0
H:: 4.2:4
NDU TYPE IN Or FI0.0$:j.O
H* 4.234 J/(M*f2+S*K) 
row IYPF IN Or F10.0
39.0

4.234 J / C M W i C K )  
NOW TYPE IN Or F10.0
40.0
M=* 4.234 J / < h 4 * ? * r , t K )
NOW TYPE IN Or FI0.0
42.0
Hi- 4.234 J/<M4r*2*r»*K> 
NOW TYPE IN Or F t  0 , 0
44.0

4.234 J/<M4f2fSfK> 
NOW TYPE IN Or F10.0 4%*0
H= 4.234 J/<MAf2*S*K) 
n *iu t rrr i n  o. r 10.0 r#i .0
K« 4.234 J/<tU*2*f;tN> 
NOW TYPE IN Or F10.0 Lj.O
0= 4.234 J/(M**2i;,*K)
NOU TYPE IN Or Flu.0
70.0 STOP

OTFMP« 2U5.00000 K 

ATFMP= 206.19014 K 

ATEMR= 207.41245 K 

AIEMP= 20U.AAA92 K 

ATEHRsa 207.95334 K 

A1EMP- 291.30455 K 

ATEMP« 292.71904 K 

ATCMP= 294.19952 K 

ATEMPJ 295.04001 K 

AIEMPs 297.70540 K

ENM OF EXECUTION
CPU TIME: 0.3/ ELAPCEH TIME: 1:14,07 
EXIT

NUMUF.P0^?' fLCihENIO IN ukancii = 10 F« 0.100 1
NSEC,3 X r«x DZ RRK5S

0 0. 0. 0. 101325.00000
1 70. 20. 0. 101324•09700
2 40. 20. 0. 101324.79200
3 40. 20. 0. 101324.411800
4 80. 20. 0. 101324.50200
5 100. 20. 0. 101324.47700
6 120. 20. 0. 101324.37000
7 140. 20. 0. 101324.24300
0 140. 20. 0. 101324.15400
? 100. 20. 0. 101324.04800

10 200. 20. Or 101323.94000

3.0
ATKMP VELOC RHCI n H in. AO

205.00000 0.50000 1.23051 0.000 0.000 1
204.19014 0.50209 1.23336 37.000 4.774 7
207.41245 0.50423 . 1.22011 30.000 4.234 2
200.44492 0.50443 1.22277 39.000 4.734 2
209.95354 0.50369 1.21735 40,000 4.734 2
291.30455 0.51104 1.21170 42.000 4.734 2
292.71904 0.51355 1.20504 44.000 4.734 2
294,19952 0.51614 1.19977 46.000 4.231 2
295.04001 0.51902 1.19312 51.000 4.234 2
297.70540 0.52230 1.10564 50.000 4,234 2
300.21471 0.52470 1.17573 70.000 4.234 2

Figure 1.21. Test Case 3, Entering Fluid Temperature only Plus Age Used to 
Estimate Current Heat Addition at a Point. 168
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